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Abstract

Adults' expert face recognition is limited to the kinds of faces they encounter on a

daily basis (typically upright human faces of the same race). Adults process own-race

faces holistically (i.e., as a gestalt) and are exquisitely sensitive to small differences

among faces in the spacing of features, the shape of individual features and the outline or

contour of the face (Maurer, Le Grand, & Mondloch, 2002), however this expertise does

not seem to extend to faces from other races. The goal of the current study was to

investigate the extent to which the mechanisms that underlie expert face processing of

own-race faces extend to other-race faces.

Participants from rural Pennsylvania that had minimal exposure to other-race

faces were tested on a battery of tasks. They were tested on a memory task, two measures

of holistic processing (the composite task and the part/whole task), two measures of

spatial and featural processing (the Jane/Ling task and the scrambled/blurred faces task)

and a test of contour processing (Jane/Ling task) for both own-and other-race faces. No

study to date has tested the same participants on all of these tasks.

Participants had minimal experience with other-race faces; they had no Chinese

family members, friends or had ever traveled to an Asian country. Results from the

memory task did not reveal an other-race effect. In the present study, participants also

demonstrated holistic processing of both own- and other-race faces on both the composite

task and the part/whole task. These findings contradict previous findings that Caucasian

adults process own-race faces more holistically than other-race faces. However

participants did demonstrate an own-race advantage for processing the spacing among

features, consistent with two recent studies that used different manipulations of spacing
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cues (Hayward et al. 2007; Rhodes et al. 2006). They also demonstrated an other-race

effect for the processing of individual features for the Jane/Ling task (a direct measure of

featural processing) consistent with previous findings (Rhodes, Hayward, & Winkler,

2006), but not for the scrambled faces task (an indirect measure of featural processing).

There was no own-race advantage for contour processing. Thus, these results lead to the

conclusion that individuals may show less sensitivity to the appearance of individual

features and the spacing among them in other-race faces, despite processing other-race

faces holistically.
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INTRODUCTION

Adults have the ability to detect and recognize faces quickly and with great ease.

As social beings it is important for adults to be able to recognize a face's identity in

different lighting conditions, with different facial expressions, from different angles, at

different ages, and from a distance. Their remarkable ability to do so allows adults to

interact and communicate with others successfully throughout their daily encounters.

This level of proficiency in recognizing faces has led to adults being referred to as face

experts (Maurer, Le Grand, & Mondloch, 2002).

Maurer et al. (2002) propose that this expertise is the result of utilizing specific

modes of processing for faces. Adults are experts at detecting first-order relations, which

consists of the basic configuration of two eyes above a nose above a mouth shared by all

human faces. Upon detecting a face, adults process the face holistically; they integrate the

components of the face into a whole. Processing a face as an integrated whole makes it

more difficult to process the individual features of the face. Neither detecting a face nor

holistic processing lead directly to face recognition. Adult expert face recognition is due

to their sensitivity to a number of subtle differences among faces such as differences in

the spacing between features (e.g., the distance between the eyes), the shape and colour

of individual features (e.g., the eyes) and the shape of the external contour. These cues

allow adults to recognize many faces everyday with great ease.

This expertise in recognizing faces is limited to the faces with which one has had

a great deal of experience, typically upright own-race faces. Early studies showed that

adults are much better at recognizing own-race faces than other-race faces, a pattern now

known as the other-race effect (reviewed in Meissner & Brigham, 2(X)1). This effect has





been shown across races and is therefore not the result of one race being inherently easier

to recognize than another; it is not just easier to recognize Caucasian faces than Asian or

African faces (Shepherd, 1981). More recent studies have shown that processing of own-

versus other-race faces differs in multiple ways. For example, recent studies have shown

that adults process own-race faces more holistically than other-race faces (Michel,

Caldara, & Rossion, 2006; Michel, Rossion, Han, Chung, & Caldara, 2006; Tanaka,

Kiefer, & Bukach, 2003), that they are more sensitive to the spacing of features

(Hayward, Rhodes, & Schwanninger, in press; Rhodes, Hayward, & Winkler, 2006) and

featural cues (Hayward et al. in press; Rhodes et al. 2006) than other-race faces. Adults

also process own- versus other-race faces at different levels; they categorize other-races

whereas they individuate own-race faces (Levin, 2000). An example of this would be if a

Caucasian adult was walking through a crowded mall he/she would try to identify own-

race individuals that walked by (e.g. "there is John," or 'I don't know him"). However, if

an other-race individual were to walk by he/she might think, "there is an African

American." Perhaps as a result of this adults are faster and more accurate when asked to

detect an other-race target face in an array of own-race faces than detecting an own-race

target face in an array of other-race faces (Levin, 2000). The focus of the current study

was to investigate five aspects of the other-race effect: recognition, holistic processing,

sensitivity to the spacing of features, sensitivity to featural cues and sensitivity to contour

cues. Because all aspects were tested in the same participants this study provides a

unique opportunity to explore the relations among these five aspects of the other-race

effect.





Perceptual Narrowing

The expertise that adults develop with own-race faces starts in infancy. Although

initially babies are sensitive to a broad range of stimuli, by their first birthday they have

become experts with respect to the stimuli with which they have had the most experience.

The development of this expertise is referred to as perceptual narrowing, which is the

idea that infants are born with an unbiased perceptual system that is 'tuned' with

experience. 'Tuning' the perceptual system facilitates expertise in later development.

This concept is supported by converging evidence from various developmental studies in

different domains such as face perception (Kelly, Quinn, Slater, Lee, Ge, & Pascalis, in

press; Kelly, Quinn, Slater, Lee, Gibson, & Smith et al. 2005; Pascalis, de Hann, &

Nelson, 2002), language development (Kuhl, Stevens, Hayashi, Deguchi, Kiritani, &

Iverson, 2006) and music perception (Hannon & Trehub, 2005). At birth, the face

processing system shows no preference based on race of faces. Newborn Caucasian

infants tested using a visual preference paradigm with faces of various ethnicities

(Caucasian, African, Asian and Middle Eastern) show no visual preference for their own

race (Kelly et al. 2005). In addition, during early infancy, babies' ability to recognize

faces is not limited to own-race faces or even to human faces. Three-month-old infants

recognize both own- and other-race faces (Kelly et al. in press; but see Sangrigoli & de

Schonen, 2004a, for a failure to recognize other-race faces at 3 months of age when hair

cues are absent). Likewise, at 6 months of age, infants familiarized with a monkey face

and then tested in a visual paired comparison task recognized the familiar monkey face,

as indicated by a preference for the novel monkey face (Pascalis, de Hann, & Nelson,

2002).





The notion that infants depend on a broad perceptual system also extends to the

domain of language. Early in life infants are able to discriminate between phonetic

variations of native and nonnative languages. When American and Japanese infants were

tested using a head turn procedure with typical American phonemes at 6-8 months, both

groups of infants were able to discriminate the phonemes accurately (Kuhl et al. 2006).

Furthermore, infants also are able to distinguish between rhythmic variations in native

and nonnative music at 6 months of age (Hannon & Trehub, 2005). Thus, during early

infancy, the perceptual system is sensitive to a broad range of stimuli, including other-

race faces, other-species faces, nonnative phonemes and nonnative rhythmic patterns of

music.

The specific experiences to which infants are exposed contribute to the tuning of

the perceptual system and expertise with highly familiar stimuli. Unlike newborns,

Caucasian 3-month-olds tested on a visual preference paradigm with faces of various

ethnicities (Caucasian, African, Asian and Middle Eastern) show a preference for

Caucasian faces (Kelly et al. 2005). In addition, the ability to discriminate faces, speech

sounds, and musical rhythms that are not experienced in the infants' environment is lost

during the first year of life. Bar-Haim, Ziv, Lamy and Hodes (2006) found that the other-

race effect emerges by 3 months of age. Infants will look preferentially toward the race

with which they have the most experience, which is typically own-race faces (Bar-Haim

et al. 2006). When 3-month-old Caucasian infants are habituated to a single face in which

the external contour is occluded and then presented with a pair of faces, the habituated

face and a novel face, they show a preference for the novel face only when the faces are

Caucasian (Sangrigoli & de Schonen, 2004a). When habituated to an Asian face, 3-





month-olds show no preference for the novel face indicating that they are not able to

distinguish between the Asian faces. The other-race effect is weak at 3 months of age;

familiarizing infants with just three Asian faces prior to habituation eliminates the other-

race effect (Sangrigoli & de Schonen, 2004a). In addition, when hair cues are present

there is no other-race effect at 3-months of age (Kelly et al. 2005). Under these

conditions the other-race effect emerges between 3 and 9 months of age. There is an

effect for one race (Chinese) at 6 months, and an effect for all races tested (Chinese,

African and Middle Eastern) at 9 months of age (Kelly et al. in press). Likewise, by 9

months of age, infants are no longer able to recognize monkey faces with which they

have been familiarized when tested on a visual preference task (Pascalis et al. 2002).

The ability to discriminate between phonetic variations of native and nonnative

languages also declines between 6 and 12 months of age (Kuhl et al. 2006), as does the

ability to discriminate between native and nonnative rhythmic variations (Hannon &

Trehub, 2005). These findings illustrate that there is a loss of the ability to distinguish

between other-race faces, other-species faces, nonnative phonemes and music during

infancy that comes with the tuning of the perceptual system.

Experience plays an important role in maintaining the ability to recognize and

discriminate familiar stimuli. Infants that are exposed to other-race faces or to non-native

languages or music maintain the ability to discriminate these stimuli. Unlike newborns,

by three months of age babies prefer own-race faces (Bar-Haim et al. 2006; Kelly et al.

2005). Evidence that this preference emerges as the result of experience comes from a

cross sectional study. African infants living in an environment in which they are exposed

to both African and Caucasian Israeli faces show no preference for African or Caucasian





Israeli faces when presented with a pair of these faces (Bar-Haim et al. 2006). This is in

contrast to African infants whose experience is limited to African faces; these infants

show a visual preference for African faces when presented with a Caucasian and African

face (Bar-Haim et al. 2006). The ability to recognize other-species faces can also be

maintained with experience. If infants are given exposure to monkey faces between 6 and

9 months of age, their ability to discriminate a familiarized monkey face is maintained at

9 months (Pascalis, Scott, Kelly, Shannon, Nicholson, & Coleman, 2005). The same

pattern holds true for infants in the domain of language development. When American

infants were exposed to Chinese Mandarin through typical infant-adult interactions for

just 5 hours over 12 weeks, at 9-months-old they performed like infants whose native

language is Mandarin Chinese on a speech discrimination task. A control group of infants

only exposed to English showed a marked decline in their ability to discriminate

Mandarin Chinese phonemes (Kuhl, Tsao, & Liu, 2003). Also, in the domain of music, if

11- to 12-month-old infants are given exposure to nonnative music, they are able to learn

to distinguish rhythmic patterns of nonnative music as well as native music (Hannon &

Trehub, 2005). Collectively, these studies show that the perceptual tuning typically

observed during the first year of life can be shaped by experience. At least in the area of

language development, there is evidence that perceptual narrowing is advantageous; the

decreased ability of American infants to discriminate Japanese speech sounds that occurs

between 6 and 8 months of age is associated with an improved ability to discriminate

English phonemes and individual infants who retain the ability to discriminate nonnative

speech sounds are delayed in native language development (Kuhl et al. 2006). All three





domains discussed are significant factors in socialization and important to the

development of human infants.

The development of expertise continues into early childhood. Sangrigoli and de

Schonen (2004b) tested children at 3, 4 and 5 years of age on a forced choice recognition

task with own- and other-race faces that were both upright and inverted. Children were

more accurate at recognizing own-race faces than other-race faces for upright trials.

Furthermore, the inversion effect for own-race faces was greater than for other-race faces.

The inversion effect is demonstrated by decreased recognition accuracy when faces are

presented upside down. Decreased accuracy is the result of disrupting sensitivity to the

spacing of features and holistic processing. This effect is stronger for faces than houses or

airplanes, as a result of the extensive experience adults have processing upright faces

(Yin, 1969). Sangrigoli and de Schonen' s (2004b) results provide evidence that the other-

race effect is present by at least 3 years of age. The greater inversion effect for own-race

faces that they reported indicates expertise for own-race, but not other-race faces.

Despite the fact that the other-race effect is present by 3 years of age, there still is

plasticity in the development of face processing skills in childhood. Sangrigoli, Pallier,

Argenti, Ventureyra and de Schonen (2005) conducted a study that investigated the other-

race effect in Korean children born in Korea and then adopted into French Caucasian

families between 3 and 9 years of age. These children were the only Koreans in their

town. Like French Caucasian adults, the adoptees were more accurate at recognizing

Caucasian faces than they were at recognizing Asian faces. This is in contrast to a control

group of Koreans who had moved to France later in life. Research has shown that the

other-race effect emerges during infancy and is present at 3 years of age, which means
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that if the children had been tested before the adoption, they would perform more

accurately in recognizing Asian faces (Kelly et al. 2005; Sangrigoli & de Schonen,

2004b). This study shows that extensive experience with another race can reverse the

own-race bias that people generally show, at least between the ages of 3 and 9.

Perceptual narrowing eventually leads to the expertise in face processing that is

evident in adults. Face expertise takes many years to develop and the mechanisms by

which adults recognize own-race faces have been thoroughly investigated in the literature

(reviewed in Maurer et al. 2002). However, researchers have only begun to explore the

extent to which there is an own-race advantage in each of the mechanisms that underlie

expert face recognition. The research investigating the mechanisms which underlie expert

face recognition and the extent to which they are limited to own-race faces will be further

explored in the following section.

Holistic Processing of Faces

Holistic Processing ofOwn-Race Faces

A hallmark of face processing is holistic processing in which all of the face

components are processed as an integrated gestalt, therefore making it more difficult to

process the features individually (reviewed in Maurer et al. 2002). This mode of

processing involves experiencing all of the components of the face (i.e., spacing, features

and contour) as a 'gestalt' -like representation, such that the perception of any one

component (e.g., the mouth) is influenced by other components (e.g., the eyes) as well as

the spacing among components (Pellicano, Rhodes, & Peters, 2(X)6; Tanaka, & Sengco,

1997). This effect is specific to upright faces and generally does not extend to objects

(Tanaka & Gauthier, 1997). Processing the components as a 'gestalt' essentially glues the





components together into a holistic representation. Boutet and Chaudhuri (2001) created

stimuli in which two faces overlapped with 50% transparency on a 45° angle (one face

was rotated clockwise and the other counterclockwise) so that the faces could not be

perceived simultaneously, thus creating a rivalry effect. Participants indicated if they

perceived one face, two faces or an array of features that were not face-like. The results

indicated that the participants most often perceived one face at a time indicating that

processing the face as a whole or 'gestalt' enables participants to inhibit the information

from one of the faces to view the other despite the fact that they were presented

simultaneously. This finding illustrates that holistic processing 'glues' the components of

the face together into a 'gestalt' representation and allowed the participants to perceive

the face as a whole. The faces were also presented at a 135° angle. There is evidence

that inverting faces disrupts holistic processing (Farah, Tanaka, & Drain, 1995). The

holistic processing effect was further validated by the fact that when the stimuli were

presented at 135°, disrupting holistic processing, the perceptual rivalry effect was lost and

participants perceived an array of features that were not in a face-like pattern.

Evidence of holistic processing is evident by 3 months of age (Cashon & Cohen,

2004), and is adultlike by 4 to 6 years of age (de Heering, Houthuys, & Rossion, 2007;

Mondloch, Pathman, Le Grand, Maurer & de Schonen, 2007). Holistic processing is

necessary, but not sufficient for adult face expertise as sensitivity to spacing is not

adultlike at 14 years of age (Mondloch et al. 2002; Mondloch, Le Grand, & Maurer,

2003). Although the precise nature of holistic processing is not completely understood, it

is typically operationally defined using one of two tasks— the composite face task and the

part/whole task.
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In the composite task a new face is created by merging the top half of face A to

the bottom of face B and also to the bottom of face C, resulting in a pair of faces that

have the exact same top half (A) and two different bottom halves (B and C). The

composite face effect was demonstrated first by Young, Hellawell and Hay (1987) using

famous faces. They found that participants had difficulty identifying the top half of a

famous face when it was aligned with the bottom half of a different face. For example, it

is difficult recognize that the top half of a composite face belongs to Stephen Harper

when the bottom half of the face belongs to Paul Martin. Likewise, when asked to make

same/different judgments about pairs of unfamiliar faces that have different bottom

halves but identical top halves, adults make a large number of errors compared to when

the faces are misaligned laterally (Hole, 1994). This is presumably because the faces are

processed as a gestalt, making it difficult to process the top half without interference from

the bottom half. If the faces are misaligned laterally accuracy improves, presumably

because misaligning the faces disrupts holistic processing.

Holistic processing also can be tested by the part/whole task. In this task,

participants are presented with a face ("Bob"), followed by a pair of whole faces, or a

pair of isolated features. In the whole face condition, participants are presented with

Bob's original face paired with a manipulated version of Bob's face (i.e., Bob's eyes

replaced with another set of eyes). Participants are instructed to indicate which face is

Bob's face. In the part condition, participants are presented with two features (e.g. two

sets of eyes, two noses or two mouths), one of which is Bob's. Adults are more accurate

in the whole condition than in the part condition (Tanaka & Farah, 1993). For example, it

is easier to recognize Bob's eyes when they are in Bob's face than when Bob's eyes are
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presented in isolation. Thie processing of individual features is difficult because when

recognizing a feature originally seen in the face context, the features are processed

holistically, i.e., as an integrated whole. Processing the face holistically makes it difficult

to recognize the individual features when taken out of the face context. Holistic

processing is specific to upright faces and does not apply to houses or inverted faces

(Diamond & Carey, 1986; Tanaka & Farah, 1993).

Holistic Processing of Other-Race Faces

Tanaka et al. (2003) and Michel, Caldara, et al. (2006) used the part/whole task to

test Caucasian and Asian University students. For both of these studies, the Caucasian

adults had very low exposure to Asian faces. Asian participants in Tanaka et al. (2003)

were attending a Canadian university in a predominately Caucasian environment and

Asian participants in Michel, Caldara, et al. (2006) had been living in a Caucasian

environment for as long as one year. In both cases Caucasians showed the part/whole

effect for Caucasian, but not Asian faces; in contrast, Asians showed the part/whole

effect for both own- and other-race faces (Michel, Caldara, et al. 2006; Tanaka et al.

2003). Although Asians did not show greater holistic processing of own-race faces than

other-race faces, like Caucasians they showed an own-race advantage on a recognition

task (Tanaka et al. 2003). Michel, Rossion, et al. (2006) used the composite task to

investigate holistic processing of other-race faces. In this study both Asian and Caucasian

participants had minimal experience (i.e., they lived in a predominately own-race area)

with other-race faces. Caucasian subjects showed a composite face effect for Caucasian

faces, but no effect for Asian faces, whereas Asian participants showed a composite
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effect for both Caucasian and Asian faces. Asians did demonstrate a marginally larger

composite effect for own-race faces.

In line with previous studies, the Caucasian adults demonstrated that visual

experience from predominately own-race faces leads to a holistic advantage with these

faces. These results correspond to the visual experiences of the participants who resided

in predominately Caucasian areas. Although the Asian adults in these studies had

minimal exposure to Caucasian faces, in at least two of these studies they had been living

in a Caucasian environment at the time that they were tested (Michel, Caldara, et al.

2006; Tanaka et al. 2003). This amount of experience with Caucasian faces may have

been sufficient to facilitate holistic processing of Caucasian faces. It is also possible that

this finding was due the fact that the Asian participants had the need to individuate

Caucasian faces daily (Hugenberg, Miller, & Claypool, 2007). These results indicate that

holistic processing of faces may be limited to categories of faces with which an

individual has ample experience and can extend to other-race faces given sufficient

exposure. It is possible that the developmental trajectory of expertise with other-race

faces begins with the development of holistic processing. This pattern is similar to that

seen in normal development: 4 to 6-year-old children process own-race faces as

holistically as adults as measured by the composite face effect (Mondloch et al. 2007; De

Heering et al. 2007) and the whole-part effect (Pellicano & Rhodes, 2003). However

adultlike expertise in face recognition is slow to develop (Mondloch, Geldart, Maurer, &

Le Grand, 2003 ; Mondloch, Le Grand, et al. 2002).

Overall, these studies all show that there is a holistic advantage for processing

own-race faces that is dependent upon the visual experience of the individual as
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measured by two tasks. Caucasian participants in all three studies discussed demonstrated

holistic processing only for own-race faces (Michel, Caldara, et al. 2006; Michel,

Rossion, et al. 2006; Tanaka et al. 2003). It is not clear whether Asian participants show a

smaller effect because of exposure to Caucasian faces in their environment and in the

media or whether their tendency to process Caucasian faces holistically is due to cultural

differences. At least one study has shown that Asians process many visual stimuli more

holistically than Americans (Kitayama, Duffy, Kawamura, & Larsen, 2003).

Cues to Facial Identity

In addition to holistic processing, are adults less sensitive to cues to facial identity

in own- than other-race faces? As mentioned previously, adults rely on several types of

processing when recognizing individual faces; they rely on spatial, featural and contour

processing. Spatial processing refers to processing the metric relations between

individual features (e.g. the spacing between the eyes), and not just the features

themselves. Featural processing refers to processing the individual features such as the

shape and/or colour of the eyes, nose and mouth. Contour processing refers to processing

the frame or outline of the face. Adults are experts at processing own-race faces using all

three mechanisms (reviewed in Maurer et al. 2002). Sensitivity to these cues to facial

identity can be tested both directly and indirectly.

Cues to Facial Identity ofOwn-Race Faces

One method used by Mondloch et al. (2002) to directly investigate cues to facial

identity is the Jane task (based on the technique used by Freire, Lee, & Symons, 2000). In

this task a single female face was modified to create twelve new versions. There are four

modified faces in each of three face sets: spacing, featural and contour. Adults were
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tested on a discrimination task in which they were asked to make same/different

judgments about pairs of faces presented sequentially. In each trial, participants had to

discriminate between two faces; half of the face pairs differed by spacing, featural or

contour cues. This method isolates these three mechanisms of processing. Caucasian

adults are accurate on all three faces sets when tested with Caucasian faces (accuracy was

greater than 75%).

Collishaw and Hole (2000) used an indirect measure to investigate these cues by

creating scrambled and blurred face stimuli. Participants were first presented with a study

phase in which they viewed a series of faces and were instructed to remember the faces

for the subsequent task in the study. Following the study phase, participants were

presented with 20 faces and asked to indicate for each face whether it was an old or new

face. There were three sets of test faces: blurred faces, scrambled faces and scrambled

plus blurred faces. In the blurred set the features are blurred to the extent that they can no

longer be recognized. Blurred faces tap sensitivity to spatial cues because the featural

information is not available. In scrambled faces the features are reorganized so that they

no longer resemble a face. Scrambled faces tap sensitivity to featural information due to

the fact that the spacing among features is completely distorted and holistic processing is

disrupted. Faces that are scrambled and blurred impair access to both featural and spatial

information, reducing accuracy to chance levels. Adults were experts at recognizing the

original (i.e., unaltered) faces (accuracy > 70%) and still accurate when the faces were

either scrambled or blurred (accuracy > 60%) due to the fact that they had access to at

least one of these cues to facial identity, spacing or featural. However, accuracy on trials

that were both scrambled and blurred was at chance indicating that access to at least
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spacing or featural information is necessary for recognition. From this study it was

concluded that for accurate face recognition it is necessary that at least featural or spatial

information be available for recognition and that either cue is sufficient for above-chance

performance.

Cues to Facial Identity of Other-Race Faces

It is possible that adults demonstrate an own-race advantage with one or more of

these cues to facial identity when processing other-race faces. Only two studies thus far

have investigated the extent to which adults show an own-race advantage to these

mechanisms of processing in other-race faces.

Hayward, Rhodes, and Schwanninger (in press) investigated spatial and featural

processing by means of a version of the scrambled/blurred task. Participants were

Caucasian students from the University of Western Australia and Chinese students from

the University of Hong Kong. The method created by Collishaw and Hole (2000) was

modified to include both a Caucasian and Chinese version. Signal Detection Analysis

revealed that participants were at chance on the scrambled/blurred trials indicating that

the features were blurred to a degree sufficient to eliminate featural processing. The

results indicated that adults are more sensitive to both featural and spacing cues for own-

race faces than for other-race faces: accuracy was best for own-race faces in both the

scrambled and the blurred face tasks. These results indicate that deficits in recognizing

other-race faces may be due in part to an own-race advantage in spatial and featural

processing.

Rhodes et al. (2006) also investigated spatial and featural processing using a

direct manipulation of these mechanisms. Participants were Caucasian students from the
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University of Western Australia and Chinese students from the University of Hong Kong.

Spatial and featural processing were isolated by creating two featural versions and two

spatial versions of a Caucasian face and of an Asian face. To isolate spatial processing

one version of a face with the features moved inward and one with the features outward

were created. These two spatially altered faces were then morphed to create a spatial

continuum for both Caucasian and Chinese faces. A similar technique was used to create

a continuum of faces isolating featural processing. Two faces were created, one in which

the eyebrows and lips were made lighter and the nose less bulbous, and one in which the

features were made darker and the nose more bulbous. These faces were then morphed to

create the featural continuum for both Caucasian and Chinese faces. A delayed match-to-

sample procedure was used. On each test trial participants were presented with a study

face followed by a pair of faces. Participants were instructed to identify which face of the

pair matched the study face. The faces within a trial were always matched on condition:

upright/inverted, spatial/featural and Caucasian/Chinese. Four different levels of

difficulty were used for each change type with pairs differing by 10% (45% and 55%

morphs), 20% (40% and 60% morphs), 30% (35% and 65% morphs) and 40% (30% and

70% morphs). Accuracy was significantly higher for own-race faces than for other-race

faces when the stimuli were presented upright. Chinese participants showed a greater

own-race advantage than Caucasian participants. There was no interaction between size

of morphing difference and race of stimuli, indicating that the results were unaffected by

task difficulty. Inversion of faces impaired the detection of spatial changes more than

featural changes, but this impairment did not differ between own-race and other-race

faces. Poor accuracy on inverted faces is usually interpreted as the result of difficulty
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detecting spatial relations (reviewed in Maurer et al. 2002). However, it is difficult to

interpret the inversion effect because inversion disrupts holistic (Farah, Tanaka, & Drain,

1995) and featural processing (Mondloch et al. 2002). Overall, the results indicate an

own-race advantage for both spatial and featural processing that held across level of

difficulty. One limitation of the Rhodes et al. (2006) study is that the featural changes

that they made also changed the spatial relations of the face. By making the nose more

bulbous the distance between the nose and eyes and nose and mouth are changed.

Nonetheless, these findings, as well as the findings of Hayward et al. (in press), provide

evidence that difficulty in the processing of other-race faces may be in part due to

impaired spatial and featural processing.

The Present Study

This study aimed to look at the extent to which the mechanisms that underlie

expert face recognition of own-race faces extend to other-race faces in a population that

that had very minimal exposure to other-race faces. Participants were from rural

Pennsylvania and attended a college that was 98% Caucasian. Unlike many other

studies, these participants were not living in a multicultural environment. In a follow up

study, I will be testing an equally low exposure group in China on the same battery of

tasks. The battery of tasks includes the composite task, part/whole task, Jane/Ling task,

scrambled/blurred task and a memory task. Collectively these tasks were designed to

measure under what conditions this population will demonstrate an own-race advantage.

There were two measures of holistic processing in the battery of tasks, the

composite task and the part/whole task. In the literature these tasks have been used to

measure holistic processing, however no previous studies have tested the same
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participants using both tasks. By doing so, I was able to look at how individual

differences on the composite task correspond to individual differences on the part/whole

task. Previous research has provided evidence that at least for Caucasians, other-race

faces are processed less holistically than own-race faces (Michel, Caldara, et al. 2006;

Michel, Rossion, et al. 2006; Tanaka et al. 2003). I was able to test whether this pattern

holds for a new set of stimuli as well as whether the magnitude of the other-race effect in

one task (e.g., the composite task) correlates with the magnitude of the other-race effect

in the other task (i.e., the part/whole task).

The present study also had two measures of sensitivity to the spacing of features.

The spacing trials of the Jane/Ling task provide a direct measure of this sensitivity and

the blurred trials provide an indirect measure. In the literature, these tasks have been used

to investigate sensitivity to the spacing of features, however no previous study has tested

the same participants on both tasks. To determine if the tasks were measuring the same

mechanism, I was able to look at individual differences in the Jane spacing trials and

determine if they correspond to individual differences in the blurred trials. I was also

able to look at whether the magnitude of the other-race effect for Jane spacing trials was

correlated with the magnitude of the other-race effect for the blurred trials. Previous

research has provided evidence that sensitivity to spatial cues for faces is impaired for

other-race faces (Hayward et al. in press; Rhodes et al. 2006), however, only one of these

studies directly manipulated spatial processing (Rhodes et al. 2006).

The battery included two tasks that measure sensitivity to featural differences, the

featural trials of the Jane/Ling task and the scrambled trials of the scrambled/blurred task.

In the literature, these tasks have been used to investigate sensitivity to featural
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differences, however no previous study has tested the same participants on both tasks. To

determine if the tasks are measuring the same mechanism, I was able to look at individual

differences in the Jane featural trials and determine if they correspond to individual

differences in the scrambled trials. I was also able to look at if the magnitude of the

other-race effect for Jane featural trials was correlated with the magnitude of the other-

race effect for the scrambled trials. Previous research indicated that there was evidence

that sensitivity to featural cues for faces was impaired for other-race faces (Hayward et

al. in press; Rhodes et al. 2006), however in one of these studies the featural

manipulations also affected the spacing of features (Rhodes et al. 2006).

There was also a memory task to determine if participants would be better at

recognizing own- than other-race faces. Only one study in the literature looked at the size

of the own-race advantage using a memory task and a test of holistic processing (Tanaka

et al. 2003). In the present study, it was possible to look at the relationship of individual

differences on the memory task and measures of sensitivity to the spacing of features and

sensitivity to featural cues as well as holistic processing. This was also the first study to

investigate contour processing of other-race faces.

Hypotheses

The present study investigated the extent to which adults would demonstrate an

own-race advantage for five mechanisms of expert face recognition for other-race faces

with a group of participants who had minimal experience with Chinese faces. I

hypothesized that adults would show an own-race advantage for the memory task (higher

accuracy for Caucasian than Chinese trials). This task measured the extent to which

adults would demonstrate an own-race advantage for identity recognition and was always
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administered first. It was also predicted tliat adults would demonstrate an own-race

advantage (i.e. higher accuracy for Caucasian trials than Chinese trials) for spacing,

feature and contour face sets of the Jane/Ling Task and scrambled and blurred trials of

the Scrambled/Blurred task. This pattern of results would show that the difficulty

recognizing other-race faces was associated with deficits in sensitivity to three cues of

facial identity, specifically sensitivity to spacing, featural and contour cues. Additionally,

it was expected that adults would demonstrate a larger composite effect on Caucasian

trials than on Chinese trials (i.e., higher accuracy for same misaligned trials than same

aligned trials in the composite task) and a larger part/whole effect on Caucasian trials

than on Chinese trials (i.e., higher accuracy for whole trials than part trials in the

part/whole task). These results would demonstrate greater holistic processing for own-

race faces than other-race faces.

The present study also allows for a comparison of tasks in that there were two

tasks that measure sensitivity to spacing and featural cues (the Jane/Ling task and the

scrambled/blurred task) as well as two measures of holistic processing (the composite

task and the part/whole task). Correlational analyses of accuracy on Caucasian spacing

trials of the Jane/Ling task and the blurred trials of the scrambled^lurred task will

determine if the tasks are both measuring sensitivity to spacing cues. Correlational

analyses of accuracy on Caucasian featural trials of the Jane/Ling task and the scrambled

trials of the scrambled/blurred task will determine if the tasks are both measuring

sensitivity to featural cues. In the literature, these tasks are both used to measure the

sensitivity to spacing and featural cues and I therefore predict that they will be related.

To determine if the part/whole task and composite task are related, I will conduct
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correlational analyses on the composite effect and part/whole effect for Caucasian trials.

These tasks are both used in the literature to investigate holistic processing and therefore

I expect them to be related.

I also will be able to investigate how the magnitude of the own-race advantage is

related among tasks. I will calculate difference scores (Caucasian accuracy - Chinese

accuracy) to determine the magnitude of the own-race advantage on the memory task and

on each task designed to measure a specific aspect of face processing. First, I am

interested in determining whether the magnitude of the own-race advantage as measured

by the memory task is related to the magnitude of the own-race advantage as measured

by tasks designed to measure specific aspects of processing (i.e., whether individuals who

show a larger other-race effect on the memory task show less holistic processing of other-

race faces). Then I am interested in determining if the magnitude of the own-race

advantage is similar across two tasks designed to measure the same aspect of face

processing (i.e., whether individuals who show a larger other-race effect on the spacing

trials of the Jane/Ling task also show a larger other-race effect on the blurred trials of the

scrambled/blurred task). I expect that if two tasks are found to be measuring the same

mechanism for own-race faces, there will also be a relationship between the own-race

advantage on those tasks. For example, if there is a relationship between the Caucasian

spacing trials of the Jane/Ling task and the Caucasian blurred trials of the

scrambled/blurred task, then there will be a relationship between the magnitude of the

own-race advantage on these respective tasks.





METHODS

Participants

Thirty-one Caucasian adults (ages 18-22, 24 females) from rural Pennsylvania

participated in this study. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision

(20/20 visual acuity in each eye as determined by a Goodlite Visual Acuity chart). All

participants had worse visual acuity when tested with a + 3 diopter lens to rule out

farsightedness of more than 3 diopters; they also had a stereo acuity of at least 40 s of arc

as determined by a Titmus test. All participants but one were right-handed as determined

by a questionnaire (adapted from Peters, 1998 by Mondloch et al. 2(X)2). Ten additional

participants were tested but were excluded from all data analyses because they did not

pass the vision criteria (n=7) or because they did not pass criteria trials on the

same/different practice test that preceded the Jane/Ling task (n=3). I assumed that the

three participants who did not pass the same/different practice test either did not

understand the directions or were not attending to the task (see below). Of the 31

individuals comprising the final sample, six were excluded from all analyses involving

the part/whole task due to technical difficulties and two were excluded from all analyses

involving the composite task due to technical difficulties (n=l) or having to leave prior to

completing the task (n=l).

All participants reported having minimal experience with Asian individuals in that

they did not: interact with Asian individuals on a daily or even weekly basis, have an

Asian member of their immediate family, have a close friend who was Asian, ever live

with an Asian person for more than four months, and had never traveled out of the United

States. They attended a college in which 98% of the student population is Caucasian and

22
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the remaining 2% are predominately African-American. There were not enough Asian

students on campus that would require students to individuate among a number of Asian

faces (i.e., no more than 5 total on campus). The students are required to live on campus

and therefore have access to the same channels on television, none of which would

provide adequate exposure to Asian faces to develop expertise with Asian faces. The fact

that all participants had such minimal experience eliminates the ability to measure the

extent to which contact with an other-race is related to the magnitude of the own-race

advantage.

Apparatus

The stimuli were presented on a 17" ViewSonic LCD display controlled by a

Macintosh Powerbook G4 computer and Cedrus Superlab and RSVP software.

Participants signaled their responses with a joystick (for some tasks) or keyboard.

Procedure

After the procedure was explained, informed written consent was obtained from

all participants. A visual screening test and handedness questionnaire were administered

to each participant. All methods were approved by the Research Ethics Board at both

Brock University and Westminster College (See Appendices C and D).

Each participant was tested on five tasks. The memory task was always

administered. The four remaining tasks were presented in different orders to different

participants to control for practice effects. Orders were constrained in that the two tasks

measuring holistic processing did not follow one another; nor did the two tasks

measuring cues to face recognition. There were eight different orders and each task was

presented approximately equally often after the memory task as the second, third, fourth
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or fifth task. Race was intermixed randomly within all tasks to avoid practice effects. For

all tasks, participants sat in a dimly lit room 100 cm from the computer monitor. The

entire battery of tasks took approximately 2 hours to complete. Details of each task are

presented below.

Measuring the Own-Race Advantage

Other-Race Memory Task

Stimuli. Black and white photographs of 48 Caucasian young adult faces (24

female) and 48 Chinese young adult faces (24 female) were used in this experiment. The

stimuli were 1 1.4 cm in width and 14.8 cm high (6.4 deg x 8.3 deg from the testing

distance of 100 cm). The faces had neutral expressions and were facing forward. This

task was provided by Gillian Rhodes at the University of Western Australia who

collected the Caucasian pictures for the stimuli. The Chinese stimuli were collected by

William Hayward. All photographs had a plain background and were taken under

symmetrical fluorescent lighting.

Using Adobe Photoshop the faces were standardized with 80 pixels between the

pupils, the pupils were level, and the image size was 320 by 420 pixels at a resolution of

72 pixels per inch. Each face was presented in a black oval mask to minimize differences

in hair. Blemishes and jewelry were removed from the pictures. See Figure 1 for

examples of the stimuli.

Procedure. The stimuli were divided equally into two categories— 'study faces'

and 'test faces.' All of the faces that were included in the study were chosen from a larger
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Figure 1. Examples of experimental stimuli used for the other-race memory task.
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pool of faces. Faces in that larger pool were rated in pilot testing for distinctiveness by

individuals who have expertise with the respective race (i.e., Chinese participants rated

the Chinese faces). The faces selected from this pool to be included in this task were

matched for distinctiveness across (Gillian Rhodes, personal communication). The

experiment began with a study phase followed by a recognition phase. This task took

approximately 20 minutes to complete. It was expected that for this task participants'

memory would be better for own-race faces than for other-race faces. Race was

intermixed in both the study phase and the recognition phase.

Study Phase. In the study phase, participants were asked to rate the distinctiveness

of 48 study faces (24 Chinese; half male); they were instructed to imagine that they were

in a busy railway station, where there was a large crowd comprised of approximately

equal numbers of Chinese and Caucasian individuals. They were asked to rate each face

based on how much that face would "pop out" of that crowd on a scale of 1 to 7 (1= very

typical, would not pop out at all; 7= very distinctive, would definitely pop out). For each

trial, the face remained on the screen for 3 s and then the 7-point scale was presented.

After the participant made their response, the rating scale disappeared. The participants

were not told that they would need to remember these faces.

Recognition phase. In the second phase of the study participants were shown 48

pairs of faces (48 study faces and 48 foils) and asked to indicate which member of each

pair they had previously seen in the study phase. Pairs were presented for 3 s and then

followed with the instructions, "Choose which face was presented before, left or right."

Participants indicated their response by pressing the corresponding left or right key

labeled on the keyboard. After a response was made, the next trial began. Each of the 48
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faces in the study phase was presented in the recognition phase. 'Old' faces were on the

left and right an equal number of times. Differences in accuracy for own-race versus

other-race faces provided a measure of the magnitude of the ovm-race advantage for each

participant.

Measures of Holistic Processing

Composite Task

Stimuli. The Caucasian version of this task was created by Le Grand, Mondloch,

Maurer and Brent (2004); the Chinese version was created for the present study. Face

composites were created from gray-scale digitized images of adult Caucasian and

Chinese faces facing forward with neutral expressions. Models did not wear jewelry or

glasses and makeup and blemishes were removed using Adobe Photoshop. A surgical cap

covered the hair and ears and a grey cape covered their clothing. Using Adobe

Photoshop, composite faces were created by splitting the faces midline horizontally and

recombining the faces using top and bottom halves from different individuals. In the

intact trials, the top and bottom halves of the face were aligned. Stimuli in the intact trials

were 9.8 cm wide and 14 cm high (5.6 x 8 degrees of visual angle from a distance of 100

cm). In the misaligned trials, the bottom half of each face was moved horizontally to the

right for half of the faces and to the left for half of the faces. Stimuli in the misaligned

trials were 14.7 cm wide and 14 cm high (8.4 x 8 degrees of visual angle from a distance

of 100 cm). The position of the top half of each face was constant and the same face

composites were used in both intact and misaligned trials. All Chinese models were bom

and raised in China. It was important to verify that the stimuli models were raised in
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Figure 2. Composite-face stimuli. One Caucasian (panel A) and Chinese (panel C) face

pair from the different intact trials is shown in the top row and the different misaligned

trials in the bottom row (both the top and bottom halves of the composite faces are

different). One Caucasian (panel B) and one Chinese (panel D) face pair from the same
intact trials is shown in the top row and same misaligned trials in the bottom row (the top

halves are identical and the bottom halves are different). In the intact trials, holistic

processing makes it difficult to recognize that the top halves are the same.
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China because cultural differences in diet affect physical appearance. See Figure 2 for

examples of the stimuli.

Procedure. This task was run with Cedrus Superlab software. On each trial, a

composite face appeared on the screen for 200 ms, followed by a 300 ms blank screen;

then a second composite face appeared on the screen for 200 ms. Participants were asked

to press the 'S' button on a joystick if the top halves of the two faces were the same and

'D' button on a joystick if the top halves were different. They were instructed to answer

as quickly and accurately as possible. The participant pressed the space bar to continue to

the next trial. Misaligned and intact trials were presented in separate blocks; half of the

participants received the intact trials first. Prior to each block participants received 8

practice trials without feedback. Within each block, half of the trials were 'same' trials

and half were 'different' trials. Same trials were comprised of pairs of composite faces

that had the same top half, but different bottom halves. Different trials were comprised of

face pairs that had both different top halves and bottom halves. 'Same' and 'Different'

trials were intermixed within each block. Each block had equal numbers of 'Same' and

'Different' trials, Chinese and Caucasian faces, and male and female faces, all of which

were randomly intermixed. Pilot testing indicated that Caucasian participants showed the

same composite effect for Caucasian faces as had been shown in a previous study with

the same stimuli (Le Grand et al. 2004), i.e., that inter-mixing Chinese and Caucasian

faces does not disrupt holistic processing of own-race faces. This task took approximately

30 minutes to complete. A larger composite-face effect (accuracy on same misaligned

trials minus accuracy on same intact trials) for own-race faces than other-race faces

would indicate that adults process own-race faces more holistically than other-race faces.
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Part/Whole Task

Stimuli. William Hayvvard from the Chinese University of Hong Kong provided

this task. Chinese and Caucasian greyscale digitized images were used for this

experiment. The stimuli were 11.4 cm in width and 14.8 cm high (6.4 deg x 8.3 deg from

the testing distance of 100 cm). All faces were frontal views with neutral expressions.

There were two trial types for this task, whole faces and parts. For the whole trials, each

face was presented in a black oval to minimize differences in hair. For each original face

a distracter was made using Adobe Photoshop; one of the features (eyes, nose or mouth)

of the original face was replaced by the eyes, or nose, or mouth of another face matched

on gender and race. For the part trials, the features of the original faces were removed and

placed on a blank canvas with another feature matched on gender and race (see Figure 3).

Procedure. This task was a 2-alternative forced-choice matching test adapted

from the whole/part paradigm of Tanaka and Farah (1993). On each trial participants

were presented with a whole target face for 1000 ms. This was followed by a mask (500

ms), and then the second stimulus was presented until a response was made. The second

stimulus consisted of either a pair of whole faces (whole trials, n = 144) or a pair of

features (part trials, n = 144). For whole trials one member of each pair was identical to

the target face; the other member had different eyes, a different nose, or a different

mouth. Participants were asked to indicate which face was identical to the target. In the

part trials a pair of features consisting of two sets of eyes, two noses, or two mouths were

presented; participants were asked to indicate which features were in the target face.

Participants did not know which features would distinguish the test faces in the whole
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Figure 3. Part/whole task stimuli. One Chinese pair (panel A) and one Caucasian pair

(panel B) from the Whole trials is shown in the top row, and that same pair from the part

trials is shown in the bottom row. In each face pair the faces are exactly the same except

that the face on the left has a different set of eyes taken from another face matched on

race. In the part trials, holistic processing makes it difficult to recognize the eyes because

they are not in the context of a face.
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trials nor which features would be presented in the part trials in order to encourage them

to engage in holistic processing, rather than attending to specific features. The location of

the correct face or face part was counterbalanced so that it appeared equally on the left

and right. Both race and trial type (part or whole) were intermixed. Half of the faces were

Asian and half were Caucasian; for each race half of the faces were male. The inter-trial

interval was 1000 ms. Prior to the test trials there were 12 practice trials. This task took

approximately 30 minutes to complete. A larger part/whole effect (accuracy on whole

trials minus accuracy on part trials) for own-race faces than other-race faces would

indicate that adults process own-race faces more holistically than other-race faces.

Cues to Facial Identity

Jane/Ling Task

Stimuli. The Caucasian version of this task was created by Mondloch et al.

(2002); the Chinese version was created for this study. Greyscale photographs of adult

Caucasian and Chinese faces facing forward with neutral expressions were created from

greyscale-digitized images. Models did not wear jewelry, glasses or makeup; blemishes

were removed using Adobe Photoshop. A surgical cap covered their hair and ears and a

grey cape covered their clothing. Using Adobe Photoshop three sets of faces were created

(spacing, featural and contour) for both Caucasian and Chinese faces. On the basis of the

technique used by Freire, Lee and Symons (2000) a single Caucasian face (Jane) and a

single Chinese face (Ling) were used to create twelve new versions of each face for the

same/different discrimination task (Maurer et al. 2002; Mondloch, Dobson, Parsons, &

Maurer, 2004; Mondloch et al. 2002; Mondloch, Maurer, & Ahola, 2006). From a

distance of 100 cm, the stimuli were 10.2 cm wide and 15.2 cm high (5.7 • 9.1 visual
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degrees). For the spacing set, four new faces were created by moving the eyes 4 mm

(0.12 deg from 100 cm) up, down, closer together or farther apart relative to the original,

and by moving the mouth 2 mm (0. 12 deg from 100cm) up or down (Figure 4, panel A).

The eyes were moved up or down by 0.95 SD or closer together/farther apart by 2.60 SD,

and the mouth up or down 1.06 SD. These changes are within anthropomorphic norms

according to Mondloch et al. (2002), thus all spacing variations reflected the variability

of the population. The four faces in the featural set were created by replacing the original

model's eyes and mouth with the eyes and mouth of a different female (Figure 4, panel

B). The replacement features were the same width to minimize spacing changes in the

featural set. Two of the Caucasian featural sisters from the original version of this task

created by Mondloch, et al. (2002) were replaced due to the fact that they were wearing

makeup. The four faces in the contour set were created by inserting the inner part of the

original faces into the contour of a different female face (Figure 4, panel C). The grey

capes and surgical caps were standardized for faces in both the Caucasian and Chinese

stimuli. All stimuli were 10.2 cm in width and 15.2 cm high (5.7 deg x 9.1 deg from the

testing distance of 100 cm.).

Procedure. Participants first completed a same/different practice test. In the first

three trials of the practice test participants were presented with a pair of faces and asked

to indicate if these faces were exactly the same or if there was something different about

them via a joystick. Different pairs consisted of two versions of the same face that

differed dramatically (e.g., mouth rotated 45 degrees clockwise in one version and 45

degrees counter-clockwise in the others). For these trials participants could not continue
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Figure 4. The original Caucasian face (Jane, left panel) and the original Chinese face

(Ling, right panel) are presented first in each row. Separation of featural, spatial and

contour processing for the Jane stimuli and the Ling stimuli: a) faces that differ by only

features (eyes and mouths), b) faces that differ by spacing (spacing of eyes and mouths)

c) faces that differ by contour (the same face has been inserted into different contours).
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until they answered correctly. In the following 12 practice trials the face pairs were

presented sequentially and participants indicated their response via a joystick (no

feedback was provided). In order to continue to the Jane/Ling task participants were

required to get 10/12 sequential trials correct (participants were allowed to repeat the

same/different practice test up to three times). The purpose of the practice test was to

confirm that participants understood the directions and nature of the task. Three

participants were eliminated from all analyses because they failed to meet this criterion.

Not a single adult failed to meet this criterion in an earlier study (Mondloch et al. 2002)

and so it was assumed that these three participants were not attentive.

The Jane/Ling task was a same/different discrimination task. Based on Mondloch

et al. (2002), on each discrimination trial the first face (model) appeared for 200 ms,

followed by a mask for 390 ms, and a second face (test) remained on the screen until the

participant made a response. Responses were made via a joystick; participants pressed the

'S' button if the faces were exactly the same and a 'D' button if the faces were different.

They were instructed to answer as quickly and accurately as possible. The discrimination

trials (60 per face set) were blocked: spacing, features and contour. Within each block,

half of the trials involved Chinese faces and half involved Caucasian faces and for each

race the correct response was different on half of the trials. Chinese and Caucasian faces

as well as same and different trials were randomly intermixed within each block. To

control for order effects there were three different orders: 1) spacing-features-contour

trials, 2) featural-contour-spacing trials and 3) contour-spacing-featural trials. Higher

accuracy for own- than other-race faces would provide evidence that adults were more
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sensitive to spacing, featural and/or contour cues for own-race faces than other-race

faces.

Scrambled/Blurred Task

Stimuli. This task was provided by Hayward et al. (in press). One hundred ten

Greyscale photographs of Chinese and Caucasian male students were used for this

experiment (Figure 5, column A). The stimuli were 1 1.4 cm in width and 14.8 cm high

(6.4 deg X 8.3 deg from the testing distance of 100 cm). The photographs were

standardized to have an inter-pupil distance of 80 pixels on a canvas of 320 x 420 pixels.

The faces were placed within a black frame to minimize any differences in hair. There

were two sets of stimuli: scrambled faces and blurred faces. Scrambled faces were

created by cutting the face into ten pieces: two eyes, two eyebrows, two cheeks, nose,

mouth, chin and forehead. The pieces were then rearranged into a new configuration that

did not resemble a face. The configuration of each scrambled face was different (Figure

4, column B). Blurred faces were created by repeatedly applying a Gaussian filter to the

original faces (see Figure 5, column C). The filter had a radius of 3 pixels and a standard

deviation of 3 pixels and was applied four times to blur the face. Previous research

indicated that when stimuli were both scrambled and blurred participants performed at

chance levels, verifying that the amount of blur eliminated the ability to use featural

information.

Procedure. Race was intermixed across trials. In each of two blocks participants

first viewed each of 10 study faces (5 Caucasian; 5 male) twice; each face was presented

for 10s and the presentation of faces was separated by a 1-s blank interval. Participants

were told that they would need to remember these faces for a later test. Immediately
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Figure 5. A Caucasian and Chinese face shown in four different formats: a) original, b)

scrambled, c) blurred, d) scrambled/blurred (the scrambled/blurred face set was not used

in the current study). In the scrambled trials, configural information is removed so

participants have to rely on featural information. In the blurred trials, featural information

is removed so participants have to rely on spatial information. This figure is reprinted

from Hayward et al. in press.
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following the study phase, participants were shown 20 face stimuli in each of two test

blocks; they were asked whether each stimulus was old or new. In one block of trials all

of the stimuli were blurred (to test recognition in the absence of distinguishable features

and based on holistic and sensitivity to spacing cues); in the other block of trials all of the

stimuli were scrambled (to test recognition based on features). The order of blocks was

counterbalanced across participants. Each face was presented until the participant made a

response with a 1 s blank interval between trials. The participants were informed that

accuracy was more important than speed. The task took about 30 minutes to complete.

Higher accuracy for own- than other-race faces would provide evidence that adults were

more sensitive to spacing and/or featural cues for own-race than other-race faces. If

adults were more sensitive to features in own-race faces then they would be more

accurate for own- than other-race faces in the scrambled face set. If adults were more

sensitive to the spacing of features in own-race faces then they would be more accurate

for own- than other-race faces in the blurred face set.

Experience Questionnaire

After participants completed the battery of tasks, they were asked to fill out a

questionnaire indicating how much experience they had with other-race faces (Appendix

B). The questioimaire addressed the amount of contact that the participants had with

Asian individuals (i.e., had they lived in an Asian country, did they have relatives that

were Asian, had they ever had roommates that were Asian, the amount of contact that

they had with Asian individuals on a weekly basis, etc.). Previous research indicates that

responses on this questionnaire correlate well with the magnitude of the own-race

advantage (Gilliam Rhodes, personal communication).





RESULTS

Other-Race Memory Task

The other-race memory task measured the ability of participants to recognize

Chinese and Caucasian faces using an old/new recognition paradigm. To determine

whether Caucasian participants demonstrated an own-race advantage on the memory

task, a paired one-tailed t-test was conducted to determine if there was a difference

between accuracy for Chinese {M= .72, SE = .02) and Caucasian faces {M= .70, SE =

.02). As shown in Figure 6, despite all participants having minimal exposure to Chinese

faces (see 'Participants,' Appendix A), there was no own-race advantage for accuracy on

the memory task, ^(30) = -.48, p > .20, Md = -.01, SEd = .02. To determine whether

Caucasian participants demonstrated an own-race advantage for response times on the

memory task, a paired one-tailed t-test was conducted to determine if there was a

difference between response times for Chinese {M= 541.07, SE = 66.2) and Caucasian

faces {M = 537. 19, SE = 65.41 ). There was no own-race advantage for response times on

the memory task, /(30) = -.16,;? > .20, M/ = 1 1 2.56, SEd = 24.56. One third of the

sample showed a less than 5% difference between accuracy on Caucasian and Chinese

faces. Of the remaining two thirds, half of the sample was more accurate on Caucasian

faces and half was more accurate on Chinese faces. For this and all remaining tasks the

means and standard errors in each condition are shown in Appendix E.

39
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Measures of Holistic Processing

Composite Task

This task measured holistic processing for both own- and other-race faces.

Participants were asked to make same/different judgments about the top halves of two

faces while ignoring the bottom half. There were two sets of trials - pairs of intact faces

and pairs of faces that had been misaligned laterally. Misaligning the two halves disrupts

holistic processing therefore making it easier to accurately identify the top halves as the

same when the bottom halves are different. Poor accuracy on same intact trials (the top

halves of the faces were identical but the bottom halves were different) relative to same

misaligned trials provides evidence of holistic processing. Adults also were tested on

trials where the stimuli had both different top halves and different bottom halves. Same

trials and different trials were analyzed separately

\

Same Trials

A 2 (race of face: Caucasian vs. Chinese) x 2 (face se^t: misaligned vs. intact)

repeated measures ANOVA was conducted for accuracy on same trials. There was a

significant main effect of face set; accuracy was higher on misaligned than intact faces,

F( 1,28) = 26.99, /? < .00 1 ,
«^ = .49, for both Caucasian (A/j = . 1 7, SE = .04) and Chinese

(Md =.18, SEd = .04) faces. In addition, there was a trend for accuracy to be higher on

own-race {M= .76) than other-race faces (M= .73), F(l, 28) = 4.12, p = .05, n^= .13, as

^ For same trials in the composite task, a hit would be responding different on a different

trial, and a false alarm would be responding different on a same trial. In this task, it is

predicted that the false alarm rate will be high (i.e., participants will respond different to

same trials due to holistic processing inhibiting their ability to detect that the top halves

are the same). Therefore, it would be predicted that the false alarm rate would be very

high decreasing the d-prime score. A low d-prime score is usually indicative of a

response bias, however in the composite task it is what would be expected.
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can be seen in Figure 7. There was no significant race of face by face set interaction, F(l,

28) = .26, p > .20. This provides evidence that adults processed both own- and other-race

faces holistically. A 2 (race of face: Caucasian vs. Chinese) x 2 (face set: misaligned

vs. intact) repeated measures ANOVA was conducted for response times on same trials.

There was a significant main effect of face set, F(l, 28) = 12.03, p < .01, r^= .25;

reaction times were faster on misaligned than intact faces for both Caucasian (M^ =

135.20, SE^ = 42.38) and Chinese (M^ = 101.95, SE, = 3\ .32) faces. Figure 8 illustrates

that regardless of race, response times were longer for intact than misaligned trials. There

was no significant main effect of race of face, F{ 1 , 28) = 2.6, /? > . 1 , or race of face by

face set interaction F( 1 , 28) = 1 .25, p> A.

Different Trials

A 2 (race of face: Caucasian vs. Chinese) x 2 (face set: misaligned vs. intact)

repeated measures ANOVA was conducted for different trials. There was a significant

main effect for race of face, F(l, 28) = 15.47, p < .001, n^ = .36. Accuracy for different

trials was higher for Chinese faces (M= .86) than Caucasian faces (M = .81) (see Figure

7). There was no significant main effect of face set, F(l, 28) = .01,/? > .2, or race of face

by face set interaction F(l, 28) = 3.12p = .09, /z^= .10 for accuracy.

A 2 (race of face: Caucasian vs. Chinese) x 2 (face set: misaligned vs. intact)

repeated measures ANOVA for response times revealed a significant main effect for race

of face, F(l, 28) = 9.17, p<.0\,rr= .25. Response times for different trials were longer

for Caucasian (M = 704.22) than Chinese faces (M = 675.30) as shown in Figure 8. There
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was no significant main effect of face set, F(l, 28) = .21 , p > .20, or race of face by face

set interaction F( 1 , 28) = 1 .30, p > .20).

PartAVhole Task

This task also measured sensitivity to holistic processing for both own- and other-

race faces. Participants viewed a target face followed by either a pair of whole faces (one

original and one manipulated) or a pair of features (one original and one manipulated).

A 2 (race of face: Caucasian vs. Chinese) x 2 (face set: part vs. whole) repeated measures

ANOVA was conducted for accuracy. There was a main effect of face set, F{\, 24) =

6.07, p < .05, «"= .20. Caucasian participants were more accurate for whole faces (M=

.67) than parts (M = .63) for both Caucasian (M^ = .05, SE^ = .02) and Chinese (M^ =.02,

SEj = .02) faces. There was a trend for race of face, F( 1 , 24) = 3.28, p = .08, «^ = . 12,

accuracy tended to be higher for Caucasian faces (M = .66) than Chinese faces (M =.62).

There was no race of face by face set interaction F( 1 , 24) = 1 .58, p > .2, indicating

holistic processing of both own- and other-race faces (see Figure 9).

A 2 (race of face: Caucasian vs. Chinese) x 2 (face set: part vs. whole) repeated

measures ANOVA revealed no significant main effects for race of face F(l, 24) = .13, /?

> .2, or face set F(l, 24) = 2.61, p > A,n^= .10,or race of face by face set interaction,

F(l, 24) = 1.03 p > .2, for response times as shown in Figure 10.

Cues to Facial Identity

Jane/Ling Task

Participants were asked to make same/different judgments about both Chinese and

Caucasian faces that differed in one of three ways: the spacing among features, the

appearance of individual features and the shape of the external contour. A 2 (race of face:
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Caucasian vs. Chinese) x 3 (face set: spacing, features, contour) repeated measures

ANOVA was conducted for accuracy. There was a main effect for race of face, F(2, 30)

= 18.70, p<.00l,n^= .70. As presented in Figure 1 1 , participants were more accurate for

own-race faces (M = .73) than Chinese faces (M = .68). There was a main effect for face

set, F(2, 30) = 35.39, p < .001, n^= .38. Fisher's PLSD was calculated and revealed that

accuracy was higher on the featural set than spacing (/? < .001) and contour (p < .001)

sets; and accuracy on the spacing set was higher than accuracy on the contour set (p <

.05). There was a significant face set x race of face interaction, F{2, 30) = 5.46, /? < .01,

n^= .27. To further investigate the interaction, one-tailed paired t-tests were conducted to

determine if there was a significant difference between accuracy for Chinese and

Caucasian faces for each face set. Participants were significantly more accurate for the

spacing and featural face sets for own-race faces than other-race faces for spacing trials,

r(30) = 2.85, p<m,d= 2.8, Mj = .06, SE, = .02, and featural trials, /(30) = 4.33, p <

.O0l,d = 43,M^ = .09, SE^ = .02, but not contour trials, r(30) = 1 .06, p>A,Md= 02,

SEj = .15. Means (and standard errors) for the spacing, featural and contour sets were .72

(.02), .85 (.02), and .64 (.02) respectively for Caucasian faces, and .66 (.02), .75 (.03),

and .63 (.02) respectively for the Chinese faces.

Signal detection analyses were conducted to ensure that participants were engaged

in the task and did not have a response bias. A hit was defined as responding that a face

pair was different when the correct answer was different. A false alarm was defined as

responding that a face pair was different when it was the same. Hit and false alarm scores

were then converted to z-scores. The false alarm z-score was then subtracted from the hit
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z-score to determine the d-prime score. Higher scores indicate correctly responding that

a face pair was the same and the results were not just due to a response bias to respond

same. A 2 (race of face: Caucasian vs. Chinese) x 3 (face set: spacing, features, contour)

repeated measures ANOVA was conducted for d-prime scores. There was a main effect

of race of face, F(2, 29) = 16.1 1, p < .001, n^= .28. Overall, participants were more

accurate on own-race faces (M = 1 .77) than Chinese faces (M = 1 .24). There was a main

effect for face set, F(l, 29) = 35.78, p < .001, n-= .38. Fisher's PLSD analyses revealed

that accuracy was higher on the featural set than spacing (p < .001) and contour sets (p <

.05); also accuracy was higher on the spacing set than the contour set (p < .001). There

was a significant interaction, F(2, 29) = 9.0, p < .001, n^= .01. To further investigate the

interaction one-tailed paired t-tests were conducted to determine if there was a significant

difference between accuracy for Chinese and Caucasian faces for each face set.

Participants were significantly more accurate for own-race faces than other-race faces for

spacing trials, t{29) = 2.01, p = .02, d = 2.0, M^ = .31, SE^ = .15, and featural trials, f(29)

= 4.60, /? < .001, ^= 1.93, M, = 1.19, SE^ = .26, but not contour trials, t(29) = .49, p > .2,

Mj = .10, SE^ = .19. Means for the spacing, featural and contour sets were 1.47 (.19), 2.91

(.23), and .94 (.12) respectively for Caucasian faces and 1.16, (.20), 1.72 (.24), and .85

(.18) respectively for Chinese faces. Results are presented in Figure 12.

A 2 (race of face: Caucasian vs. Chinese) x 3 (face set: spacing, features, contour)

repeated measures ANOVA was conducted for response times. There was a trend for face

set, F(30) = 2.55, p = .08, rr= .04; as shown in Figure 13, response times were longer on

spacing trials than on featural and contour trials. There were no significant main effects

for race of face, F(30) = 1 .3 1 , p > .2, or race of face by face set interaction, F(30) = .34,
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p > .2, for response times, indicating that a speed-accuracy trade-off did not produce the

effect seen in the analyses of accuracies.

Scrambled/Blurred Task

The scrambled/blurred task also measures sensitivity to spatial and featural cues

via an old/new recognition paradigm in which participants are asked to recognize both

Chinese and Caucasian faces that had been manipulated in a way that impairs either

featural (blurring) or spatial (scrambled) cues.

A 2 (race of face: Caucasian vs. Chinese) x 2 (face set: scrambled vs. blurred)

repeated measures ANOVA was conducted for accuracy. There was a significant main

effect of face set, F(l, 30) = 60.03,/? < .001, rr= .67. As illustrated in Figure 14,

accuracy was higher for blurred {M = .73) than scrambled trials (M = .58). There was a

trend, F(l,30) = 3.45, p = .07, n^= .10, for higher accuracy on Caucasian trials (M = .67)

than Chinese trials (M = .63). There was a significant interaction, F( 1 , 30) = 11 .63, p <

.01, n^= .28. To further investigate the interaction one-tailed paired t-tests were

conducted to see if there was a difference between accuracy for Chinese and Caucasian

faces for each face set. Participants showed an own-race advantage for blurred faces {Ms

= .77 (.02) and .68 (.02) for Caucasian and Chinese faces, respectively), r(30) = 3.66, p <

.001, ^ = 3.58, M^ = .09, SE, = . 03, but not scrambled faces {Ms = .56 (.02) and .58 (.02)

for Caucasian and Chinese faces respectively), p > .2, M^ = .02, SE^ = .03. Accuracy was

above chance (50%) for both Caucasian, r(30) = 2.87, p < .05, and Chinese, r(30) = 4.69,

/? < .001, scrambled trials. Signal detection analyses were conducted to confirm that the

participants did not have a response bias. A hit was defined as identifying a face as new

when it was in fact new. A false alarm was defined as identifying a face as new when it
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was actually a face that had previously been seen. Hit and false alarm scores were then

converted to z-scores. A 2 (race of face: Caucasian vs. Chinese) x 2 (face set: scrambled

vs. blurred) repeated measures ANOVA was conducted for d-prime scores. There was a

significant main effect of face set, F(l,30) = 41 .65, p < .001 , n^= .58. Adults were more

accurate for blurred trials (M = 1.62) than scrambled trials (M = .51) regardless of race

(see Figure 15). There was a significant interaction, F(l. 30) = 5.77,/? < .05, rt^= .16. To

further investigate the interaction one-tailed paired t-tests were conducted to determine if

there was a significant difference between accuracy for Chinese and Caucasian faces for

each face set. Participants approached significance for an own-race advantage for blurred

trials, r(30) = 1 .98, p = .06, d = 1 .99, M^ = .65, SE^ = .32. Participants did not show a

difference for scrambled trials /(30) = -1 .2, /? > .2, M^ = -.29, SE^ = . 23.

The analysis of reaction times also suggests that blurred trials were easier than

scrambled trials. A 2 (race of face: Caucasian vs. Chinese) x 2 (face set: scrambled vs.

blurred) repeated measures ANOVA was conducted for response times. There was a

significant main effect of face set F( 1 , 30) = 85.64, p<.00\,rr= .74. Caucasian

participants were faster at responding to blurred trials than scrambled trials regardless of

race as can be seen in Figure 16. There was no significant main effect of race of face

(F( 1,30) = .28, p > .2, or race of face x face set interaction, F( 1 , 30) = 1 .46, p> 2.

Summary of Results

All of the participants tested were Caucasian with minimal experience with other-

race faces, specifically Chinese faces. The other-race memory task measured the ability

of adults to recognize the identity of own- and other-race faces to determine it there was
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an own-race advantage. Surprisingly, adults did not demonstrate an own-race advantage

for this task, although there was a wide range of scores. In addition, adults processed both

own- and other-race faces holistically on ix)th tasks that investigated this mechanism of

processing— the composite task and the part/whole task. However, adults did show an

own-race advantage for detecting differences in the spacing among features on both the

spacing version of the Jane/Ling task, a direct measure of sensitivity to spacing, and the

blurred faces task, an indirect measure. Adults also demonstrated an own-race advantage

for detecting featural changes in the Jane/Ling task, a direct measure of sensitivity to

featural differences, but not the scrambled faces task, an indirect measure. This

discrepancy will be discussed further in the discussion. Adults were equally accurate at

detecting changes in contour of own- and other-race faces.

Relationships Among Tasks

Holistic Processing

There were two tasks that investigated holistic processing— the part/whole task and the

composite task. To determine if there was a relationship among these two tasks two

difference scores were calculated; the difference between accuracy for Caucasian whole

trials minus part trials and the difference between Caucasian same misaligned trials

minus same intact trials. A one-tailed Spearman correlational analysis revealed no

relationship between the two measures of holistic processing, r{24) = .225,/? > .1.

Cues to Face Recognition

There were two tasks designed to measure the ability to use spacing and featural cues to

recognize faces—the Jane/Ling task and the Scrambled/Blurred task. To determine if

there was a relationship among these tasks a one-tailed Spearman correlation was
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calculated between accuracy on Caucasian trials from the two tasks. There was a positive

relationship between accuracy for Caucasian spacing triads and blurred trials, r(30) =

.323, p < .05, but there was no relationship between accuracy on Caucasian featural trials

and scrambled trials r(30) = .085, p > .2, The whole trials of the part/whole task were also

a test of featural processing in that participants were asked to determine which face of a

pair matched the target face when they only differed by one feature. This was very

similar to the featural version of the Jane task. To determine if there was a relationship

between the Caucasian whole trials in the part/whole task and the Caucasian featural Jane

trials a one-tailed Spearman correlation analysis was conducted. There was a significant

positive relationship between these trials, r(24) = .514, p < .01. Higher accuracy on

Caucasian whole trials was associated with higher accuracy on Caucasian Jane Featural

Trials.

To determine whether the size of the own-race advantage on one task was related

to the size of the own-race advantage on another task, a difference score was calculated

by subtracting accuracy on Chinese trials from accuracy on Caucasian trials for both

measures of sensitivity to spacing cues and for both measures of sensitivity to featural

cues. A one-tailed Spearman correlational analysis indicated that there was no

relationship between the magnitude of the own-race advantage for sensitivity to spacing

cues as measured by the Jane/Ling task and the blurred condition of the

scrambled/blurred task, r(30) = -.066, p > .2. Likewise there was no relationship between

the magnitude of the own-race advantage for sensitivity to featural cues as measured by

the Jane/Ling task and the scrambled/blurred task, r(30) = .268, p > .05. Finally, there

was no relationship between the magnitude of the own-race advantage for sensitivity to
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featural cues as measured by the Jane/Ling task and the whole trials of the part/whole

task,r(30) = -.09,;?>.30.

Relationships with the Memory Task

Although overall participants were not more accurate for own-race faces than for

other-race faces on the memory task, some participants were more accurate for own-race

faces whereas others showed no difference or were more accurate for other-race faces. To

determine whether decreased sensitivity to featural and/or spacing cues in other-race

faces was related to performance on the memory task, I measured whether participants

who showed the largest own-race advantage on the memory task (accuracy on Caucasian

faces minus accuracy on Chinese faces) also showed the largest own-race advantage on

the three tasks in which an own-race advantage was detected: Jane spacing trials, blurred

faces trials, and Jane featural trials. There was no relationship between the magnitude of

the own-race advantage in the memory task and any of these tasks, r(30) = . 12, p > . 10,

r(30) = .241,/7>.10 and r(30) = .07,/? > .10, respectively.





DISCUSSION

The present study examined the own-race advantage using a variety of paradigms.

I did not find an own-race advantage on the memory task. Although participants were

not more accurate overall for own-race faces than for other-race faces on the memory

task, some participants were more accurate for own-race faces, whereas others showed no

difference or were more accurate for other-race faces. Further analyses revealed that there

was no relationship between the magnitude of the own-race advantage in the memory

task and either the two measures of holistic processing (the composite task and the

part/whole task) or the two measures of spacing/featural processing (the Jane/Ling task

and the scrambled/blurred task).

Two tasks were designed to measure holistic processing: the composite task and

the part/whole task. Adults in this study demonstrated holistic processing for both

Caucasian and Chinese faces in each of these tasks. This finding contradicts previous

research (Michel, Caldara, et al. 2006; Michel, Rossion, et al. 2006; Tanaka et al. 2004)

and will be further explored in the discussion.

Two tasks were designed to measure adults' sensitivity to featural differences in

own- versus other-race faces: featural trials in the Jane/Ling task and scrambled trials in

the scrambled/blurred task. Adults demonstrated an own-race advantage for sensitivity to

featural cues for the featural set of the Jane/Ling task, but not the scrambled trials of the

scrambled/blurred task. The different pattern of results across these two tasks may be due

to stimulus differences; in the Jane/Ling task featural differences are presented within the

context of a face whereas in the scrambled/blurred task features are not within a face

context. There were two additional tasks in which participants would need to be sensitive
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to featural cues outside of a face context, but did not demonstrate an own-race advantage:

the part trials of the part/whole task and the misaligned trials of the composite task. In

contrast, the whole trials of the part/whole task, like the featural trials of the Jane/Ling

task, tap sensitivity to featural cues within a face context; adults did demonstrate an own-

race advantage on whole trials of part/whole task. The own-race advantage demonstrated

within the context of a face is consistent with previous research (Rhodes et al. 2006);

however, the lack of an own-race advantage when features are not presented within the

context of a face is not consistent with previous research (Hayward et al. in press).

Two tasks were designed to measure adults' sensitivity to the spacing of features

in own- versus other-race faces: spacing trials in the Jane/Ling task and blurred trials in

the scrambled/blurred task. Adults demonstrated an own-race advantage for sensitivity to

spacing cues for the spacing set of the Jane/Ling task and the blurred trials of the

sc^ambled^lurred task, a pattern of results that is consistent with previous findings

(Hayward et al. 200; Rhodes et al. 2006). The way in which the present study relates to

previous research and the importance of sensitivity to spacing cues will be explored

further in the discussion. This was the first study to investigate sensitivity to contour cues

in other-race faces and adults did not demonstrate an own-race advantage.

In summary, I investigated four aspects of face processing hypothesized to

contribute to the own-race advantage on face recognition tasks: holistic processing,

sensitivity to featural differences, sensitivity to the spacing of features and sensitivity to

contour cues. The results provide evidence of an own-race advantage for some, but not all

of these aspects of face processing. In the remainder of the discussion, I will analyze each

of the tasks, relate the present findings to previous research and discuss the implications
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of the present finding for the own-race advantage. Following this I will explore the

relationships among the tasks of the current study.

Are adults accurate at remembering other-race faces?

The other-race effect for identity recognition is well established in the literature;

adults are much better at recognizing faces of their own race than of other races

(reviewed in Meissner, & Brigham, 2001). In the present study adults with very minimal

experience with other-race faces did not demonstrate an own-race advantage on the

memory task. They were equally accurate and fast at identifying previously seen faces

regardless of race. Although these results are surprising, they are difficult to interpret

without having tested an equivalent sample in China. The results could be due to the

Chinese stimuli being more discriminable than the Caucasian stimuli and therefore easier

to recognize. A race of participant x race of face interaction would provide evidence of

the other-race effect on this task.

Do adults process other-race faces holistically?

In the present study adults were tested on two measures of holistic processing: the

composite task and the part-whole task. These measures are well established in the

literature as being sensitive to holistic processing (Diamond & Carey, 1986; Hole, 1994;

Tanaka & Farah, 1993; Young et al. 1987; reviewed in Maurer et al. 2002). Adults

demonstrated holistic processing on both of these tasks for both own-race and other-race

faces: they were more accurate on whole trials than part trials in the part-whole task and

on misaligned trials than intact trials in the composite task when the top halves were the

same. In order to rule out the possibility that practice effects (due to the large number of

tasks involved in this study) resulted in increased holistic processing of Chinese faces.
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separate analyses were conducted including only the adults that received one of the

holistic tasks first. The same pattern of results was found. A surprising result was found

in the analyses of the different trials in the composite task in that accuracy for Chinese

trials was higher than accuracy for Caucasian trials. Although in the composite task

different trials are not interesting (it is the same trials that provide evidence of holistic

processing), this finding may have been due to a scaling issue with the stimuli. The

Chinese stimuli may have been more distinctive therefore making it easier to detect that

the faces were different. When data are collected in China, I will be able to determine if

this result is due to a scaling difference. If Chinese participants demonstrate a very high

accuracy for Chinese different trials relative to Caucasian different trials then I will

conclude that there is an own-race advantage and the results of the present study were not

simply due to the Chinese faces being easier to discriminate. On the other hand, if

Chinese participants demonstrate the same pattern of results as the participants in the

present study, then I will conclude that the results were due to the Chinese stimuli being

easier to discriminate and that there is no own-race advantage.

There is contradictory evidence in the literature as to whether other-race faces are

processed holistically. Three studies have found that Caucasian adults process own-race

but not other-race faces holistically using the part-whole task (Michel, Caldara, et al.

2006, Tanaka et al. 2003) and the composite task (Michel, Rossion, et al. 2006).

However, in these same studies it was found that Asian adults processed both own- and

other-race faces holistically. One factor that varied across studies was whether Caucasian

and Asian faces were presented in separate blocks or randomly intermixed. Of the three

previous studies that measured holistic processing, two blocked trials by race (Michel,
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Caldara, et al. 2006; Michel, Rossion, et al. 2006) and one randomly intermixed

Caucasian and Asian faces (Tanaka et al. 2003). It is possible, but not likely, that

intermixing own- and other-race faces makes adults more likely to engage in holistic

processing of other-race faces. However, Tanaka et al. (2003) reported that Caucasian

adults process own-race but not other-race faces holistically in a part-whole task with

race of face randomly intermixed. Thus this is unlikely to be why the adults in my study

processed other-race faces holistically.

The composite task used in the present study differs from that used by Michel,

Rossion, et al. (2006) in two significant ways. In the intact condition of the present study

the junction of the two halves of each composite face was seamless; in the study by

Michel, Rossion, et al. (2006) there was a thin white line at the junction so that the

participants knew exactly where to attend. Second, in the present study each face was

presented for 200ms whereas Michel, Rossion, et al. (2006) presented the first face for

600 ms and the second face was presented until the participant made a response.

Separating the two halves with a line may have reduced holistic processing by disrupting

the formation of a gestalt. Likewise the longer presentation times may have allowed for

piecemeal processing in addition to holistic processing. Hole (1994) showed that longer

presentation times (2000 ms vs 80 ms) of face pairs eliminate the composite face effect.

The addition of the line and longer presentation times may explain why the composite

effect for own-race faces was smaller (M = 8%, as read from the figure in Michel,

Rossion, et al. 2006) in the study by Michel, Rossion, et al. (2006) than in the present

study (M = 16%). If holistic processing is weaker for other-race faces than for own-race

faces it is possible that the line and longer presentations times may have reduced the
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composite face effect for other-race faces more than own-race faces in the Michel,

Rossion, et al. (2006) study. The present study provided optimal conditions for holistic

processing and thus may have increased the composite face effect for other-race faces.

The present study contradicts previous research using the part/whole task (Tanaka

et al. 2003). The part/whole task used in the present study differs from that used by

Tanaka et al. (2003) in two significant ways. In their part/whole task, Tanaka et al.

(2003) presented the eyes as a single unit (i.e., they included the region between the eyes)

and included the eyebrows. In the present study the eyes of part trials were presented in

isolation (i.e. the region between the eyes was occluded) and the eyebrows were not

included. Perhaps as a result, accuracy in the part trials was higher in Tanaka et al.'s

(2003) study (M = 72% correct) than in the present study (M = 62%) for own-race faces.

Furthermore adults were more accurate on whole own-race trials in the Tanaka et al.

(2003) (M = 80%) than in the present study (M = 69%), indicating that the features were

difficult to discriminate in the present study. In summary it is possible that task difficulty

masked any own-race advantage in this task.

Are adults less sensitive to featural differences in other-race faces?

Two tasks were designed to measure sensitivity to featural cues: the featural trials

of the Jane/Ling task and the scrambled trials of the scrambled/blurred task. There was

contradictory evidence as to whether adults were less sensitive to featural differences of

other-race faces compared to own-race faces. In the Jane/Ling task, a direct measure of

featural processing, participants made same/different judgments about pairs of whole

faces that differed only by the eyes and mouth. This task has never been used to

investigate sensitivity to featural differences in other-race faces. Adults demonstrated an
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own-race advantage. In the scrambled face trials, adults were asked to remember a series

of faces and then, in the recognition phase, were asked to identify whether a series of

scrambled faces were old or new. In this task adults did not demonstrate an own-race

advantage. The results from the scrambled trials are inconsistent with the one published

study in which adults demonstrated an own-race advantage on this same task (Hayward et

al. in press). The results of the current study were surprising and need to be replicated.

There were several differences between the scrambled/blurred and the Jane/Ling

tasks. The Jane/Ling task was a same/different discrimination task, whereas the

scrambled task required that participants remember a set of faces and then identify faces

in a recognition phase as old or new. Perhaps eliminating the memory demands in the

Jane/Ling task allowed for accuracy to be high enough to detect a difference between

accuracy on Caucasian and Chinese trials. Although accuracy on scrambled trials was

significantly above chance, it was very low even for own-race faces (M = 57%). The

floor effect on the scrambled trials may have been the reason that an ovm-race advantage

was not evident.

Another major difference between the Jane/Ling task and the scrambled/blurred

task was that in the scrambled task the features were not presented in a face context.

First-order relations were distorted and holistic processing was eliminated. Scrambling

faces reduces the N170 (Dentin, Allison, Puce, Perex, & McCarthy, 1996), a part of the

event-related potential that is larger for faces than for non-face stimuli. The reduced

N170 indicates that scrambled faces are processed differently than intact faces. It is

possible that adults are more sensitive to featural differences in own- than other-race

faces only when those features are processed within a face context. To explore whether
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this variable was critical two other tasks in the battery in which participants were asked to

recognize faces based on features in the absence of a face context—misaligned trials of

the composite face task and part trials of the whole/part task, were examined. Consistent

with previous research (Michel, Caldara, et al. 2006; Tanaka et al. 2004), in the present

study there was no own-race advantage in the part trials of the part/whole task in which

adults were asked to recognize isolated features, r(24) = .97
, p > .10. Unlike the results

of Michel, Rossion, et al. (2006), there also was no own-race advantage in either the

same or different misaligned trials of the composite task, /(29) = .95
,
;? > . 10, / (29) = -

5.5 , /? > . 10. In contrast, there was an own-race advantage in the one other task in which

sensitivity to featural differences was measured in a face context—whole trials in the

whole part/whole task, /(24) = 2.08,;? < .05. These results are consistent with those of

Rhodes et al. (2006) who found an own-race advantage when making the features of a

face more or less bulbous and making the eyebrows and lips darker. Collectively, the

results of the current study suggest that the own-race advantage for featural processing is

stronger when the features are presented within the context of a face than when the two

halves are misaligned or when the features are scrambled or presented in isolation.

Processing features within the context of a face allows adults opportunity to engage in

holistic processing. Also, adult expertise in face recognition is for the faces with which

they have the most experience which are typically, upright, own-race, and intact faces.

An alternative explanation, though, is that the featural differences in the

Caucasian stimuli ofmy part/whole task and the Jane/Ling task were larger than the

featural differences in the Chinese stimuli. If so, then an own-race advantage may be

found even these stimuli are scrambled. To investigate this hypothesis a study is currently
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being conducted in which scrambled versions of the featural sisters in the Jane task have

been created. If the other-race advantage disappears, this will provide evidence that the

featural advantage is more robust when the features are in a face context and that the

Caucasian features were not inherently easier to recognize. In addition, data are being

collected with adults in rural China on this same set of tasks. If the own-race advantage is

genuine then the Chinese participants will demonstrate an own-race advantage on the

featural trials of the Jane/Ling task (i.e., their performance will be higher for Ling and her

sisters). However, if Chinese participants do not perform better on own-race than other-

race faces then the results of the present study would be due to a scaling issue rather than

an own-race advantage per se.

Are adults less sensitive to the spacing of features in other-race faces?

In this study adults were tested on two tasks that tap the sensitivity to the spacing

of features. The Jane/Ling task taps sensitivity to the spacing of features by directly

manipulating the spacing of the eyes and mouth of a single face in a same/different

discrimination task; all spacing changes were within normal limits. The

scrambled/blurred task taps sensitivity to the spacing of features by blurring faces until

featural information is no longer useful and thus spacing information must be used to

recognize the face. For both tasks adults were more sensitive to the spacing of features

for own- than other-race faces. These results match previous research findings (Hayward

et al. in press; Rhodes et al. 2006). This study was the first to test sensitivity to spacing

cues in other-race faces using the adapted version of the Jane task. The results are

consistent with a recent report that adults are less sensitive to the spacing of features in

monkey faces than human faces (Mondloch et al. 2006). The 'other-species effect' was
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larger (M = 9%) than the own-race advantage in the present study (M = 5%). The spacing

trials of the Jane/Ling task provide compelling evidence of greater sensitivity to the

spacing among features in own-race faces than other-race faces because the spacing

changes for the two face sets were equivalent.

Sensitivity to the spacing of features is important in face recognition and

contributes to our expertise with own-race faces. Sensitivity to spacing cues is especially

important when recognizing individuals from a new point of view, in different lighting

conditions, when they don paraphernalia or after aging (reviewed in Maurer et al. 2002).

This sensitivity is slow to develop: although children 6 years of age are above chance on

the Jane task, sensitivity is still not adultlike at 14 years of age (Mondloch, Geldart, et al.

2003; Mondloch, Le Grand, et al. 2002). Perhaps as a result, even at age 10 children also

make more errors than adults when recognizing a face from a new point of view

(Mondloch, Geldart, et al. 2003; Mondloch, Le Grand, et al. 2002). This leads to the

prediction that the magnitude of the own-race advantage will be greater under conditions

that require sensitivity to the spacing of features (e.g., when an other-race face is seen

from a different point of view).

Are adults less sensitive to contour cues in other-race faces?

This was the first study to measure sensitivity to contour cues in other-race faces;

there was no evidence of an own-race advantage for contour cues even though hair cues

were removed and all models wore identical surgical caps and capes. That adults are

sensitive to differences in the contour of other-race faces is not surprising because

sensitivity to contour cues develops very early (Campbell & Tuck, 1995; Mondloch et al.

2002; Mondloch et al. 2006). However, this finding could be due to the Chinese faces
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having especially distinctive contours, an issue that will be resolved by collecting data on

the Jane/Ling task in China.

Relationships Among Tasks

This study was the first to use a within-subjects design and multiple tasks that test

holistic processing, featural processing and spatial processing. Doing so allowed for an

analysis of the relationship among these tasks.

Holistic Processing

There were two tests of holistic processing in this study, the composite task and

the part/whole task. Both of these tasks are widely used in the literature as measures of

holistic processing. However, this was the first time that both tasks were administered to

the same participants at the same time. By looking at Caucasian trials it was possible to

determine if there was a relationship between performance on the two tasks. However,

the results revealed that there was no correlation between the magnitude of the composite

face effect and the magnitude of the part/whole effect across participants. This indicates

that the two tasks may not be measuring the same mechanism. Individual data on the two

measures of holistic processing revealed that 61% of participants demonstrated the

part/whole effect, whereas 90% demonstrated the composite effect. This could also be

due to differences in task demands between the tasks. In the composite task, evidence of

holistic processing come from poor perfomance when participants are asked to make

same/different judgments about the top halves of a pair of faces while inhibiting the

information in the bottom half of the face. Participants are presented with upright, intact

faces which generalizes to their expertise with faces in the real world. In the part/whole

task participants are asked to match features removed from the context of the face to a
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target whole face. Adults' expertise is limited to the faces with which they have the

most experience. Adults do not have experience with identifying features outside the

context of a face and therefore their expertise does not help with the identification of

features that are not within the context of a face. This provides further evidence that the

stronger task to measure holistic processing of faces is the composite task because

features are presented within the context of a face and individual scores revealed that

more participants demonstrated the composite effect than the part/whole effect (Maurer et

al. 2002).

Cues to Face Recognition

There were two tasks in this study that are commonly used in the literature to

measure sensitivity to spacing and featural cues, the Jane/Ling task and the

scrambled^lurred task. The Jane/Ling task is a direct measure of sensitivity to spacing

and featural sensitivity in that spacing and featural cues are directly manipulated. The

scrambled^lurred test is an indirect measure of sensitivity to spacing and featural cues.

The appearance of individual features and the spacing among them is never directly

manipulated. Instead, sensitivity to featural cues is measured by rearranging the parts of

the face to eliminate access to spatial cues. Sensitivity to spacing differences is measured

by blurring the faces and thus reducing the salience of featural cues. There was a

significant reliable relation between accuracy on the Caucasian spacing trials and

accuracy on the Caucasian blurred trials, consistent with the assumption that both are

measuring sensitivity to the spacing among features. However, there was no relationship

between the Caucasian featural trials and the scrambled trials indicating that these trials

are not measuring the same mechanism. This finding may be due to the fact that the
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scrambled face stimuli are no longer face-like and therefore may not be processed in the

same way as intact faces. Scrambling faces reduces the N170 (Bentin et al. 1996)

indicating that scrambled faces are processed differently from intact faces. It is possible

that adults are more sensitive to featural differences in own- than other-race faces only

when those features are processed within a face context. Faces are normally processed

within a face context, which allows adults to engage in holistic processing of the face.

This hypothesis is supported by the significant reliable relation between accuracy on Jane

featural trials and accuracy on the whole trials of the part/whole task, both of which

measured sensitivity to featural cues in intact faces. In order to measure sensitivity to

featural cues, future research should use tasks in which the features are presented within

the context of a face because this method produces stronger effects.

Measuring the Magnitude ofthe Own-race advantage

In addition to looking at the extent to which accuracy scores on two tasks

designed to measure the same aspect of face processing were correlated for own-race

faces, I was able to look at whether the magnitude of the own-race advantage on one task

(e.g., the spacing trials of the Jane task) was related to the magnitude of the own-race

advantage on the other task designed to measure the same face-processing mechanism

(i.e., the blurred trials of the scrambled/blurred task). Despite finding an own-race

advantage in both tasks that tapped sensitivity to the spacing of features and despite

accuracy on own-race faces being correlated across these two tasks, the magnitude of the

own-race advantage was not consistent. Individuals who showed a larger own-race

advantage on Jane/Ling spacing trials did not tend to show a larger own-race advantage

on blurred trials. This may have been due to the fact that the Jane/Ling task was a direct
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measure of sensitivity to spacing cues whereas the blurred trials were an indirect

measure. There were no featural differences among the faces in the spacing sets in the

Jane/Ling task. In contrast, although reduced, some featural differences remain in the

blurred stimuli. In addition, the Jane/Ling task and the scrambled/blurred task differ in

that the Jane/Ling task was a same/different discrimination task whereas the

scrambled/blurred task was an old/new recognition task. To determine whether this

difference is responsible for the lack of reliable relation between the magnitude of the

own-race advantage in these two tasks in a future study the Jane/Ling task could be

converted to an old/new recognition task. If the results in the present study were due to

the fact that sensitivity to spacing was tested directly in one task (Jane/Ling task) and

indirectly in the other (scrambled/blurred task) then accuracy on an old/new recognition

task using the Jane/Ling stimuli should demonstrate the same pattern of results as the

same/different discrimination version of the Jane/Ling task. However, if adults did not

demonstrate the same pattern of results then it may be that the different task demands

influenced the results.

In measuring sensitivity to featural cues, adults demonstrated an own-race

advantage for the Jane/Ling featural trials but not the scrambled trials; therefore it is not

surprising that there was no relationship between these tasks for the magnitude of the

own-race advantage. For own-race faces, there was a relationship between accuracy on

the whole trials of the part/whole task and Jane featural trials, which both measure

sensitivity to featural cues. In contrast, there was no relationship between the magnitude

of the own-race advantage on these tasks. These two tasks differed in that the Jane/Ling

task was a same/different discrimination task in which faces were presented sequentially
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whereas the part/whole task was a two-alternative forced choice task. Nonetheless an

own-race advantage was demonstrated in both of these tasks.

Relationships with the Memory Task

Although adults did not demonstrate an own-race advantage on the memory task,

there was a lot of variability in the data. Further analyses were conducted to determine if

there was a relationship between the magnitude ofthe own-race advantage on the

memory task and magnitude of the own-race advantage on Jane spacing, blurred and Jane

featural trials. The magnitude of the other-race effect for all of these trials was

determined by subtracting the accuracy on the Chinese trials from the accuracy on the

Caucasian trials. There was no relationship between the magnitude of the own-race

advantage and any of these tasks. One possibility is that individual differences in the

memory task simply represent statistical noise. This is likely given that some adults were

more accurate on other-race faces than own-race faces. A second possibility is that the

Chinese stimuli were easier to discriminate than the Caucasian stimuli, resulting in

increased accuracy for other-race faces. These two possibilities will be resolved with the

data collected from Chinese participants (see below).

Social Implications ofthe Own-race advantage

The present study emphasized the perceptual mechanisms underlying adults'

relatively poor ability to recognize other-race faces, such as holistic, spatial and featural

face processing. It is important, however, to consider my research in the broader context

of social interactions among diverse groups in society. Adults are less accurate at

recognizing other-race faces and this may affect our social encounters with individuals of

another race. For example, if adults are less accurate at identifying other-race faces, then
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they are more likely to think that they 'all look the same' and therefore perceive other-

races as a more homogenous group. Other-race individuals are typically part of an out-

group. For example, Caucasian adults generally have more daily social interactions and

are more familiar with Caucasian than Chinese adults. Thus, for these individuals,

Caucasian adults are the in-group and Chinese adults are an out-group. The out-group

homogeneity bias states that members of an out-group are perceived as having more

similar or homogenous characteristics than members of the in-group (Judd, Park,

Yzerbyt, Gordijn, & Muller, 2005). For example, it is a common stereotype that Asians

are all smart, or African-Americans are all athletic. The extensive experience that one

has with their in-group leads to increased familiarity that contributes to the mental

representation of the in-group (Linville, 1986). Interactions with the in-group expose

individuals to a variety of social situations in which they recognize individuality of the

members of the ingroup. For example, an African-American would not think all

members of his/her ingroup were athletic because they would likely have encountered

members who did not fit that stereotype. Training with other-race faces may cause

individuals to process them at the individual level rather than categorize the faces thereby

enhancing recognition accuracy and reducing the out-group homogeneity bias.

Adults' perception of out-groups may also contribute to the own-race advantage

for recognition. If adults perceive the out-group as more homogenous then perhaps the

difficulty that adults have recognizing other-race faces could be attributed to categorizing

members of the outgroup instead of individuating among members of the out-group. It is

interesting that our expertise in recognizing own-race faces does not extend to other-race

faces even though they have the same basic configuration and very similar
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characteristics. Even though aduUs are less accurate at recognizing spacing (as shown in

the spacing trials of the Jane/Ling task and blurred faces trials) and featural differences

(as shown in the featural trials of the Jane/Ling task) in other-race faces, there is evidence

that adults are faster at processing other-race faces in some situations. Levin (2000)

presented adults with a display of 2, 4 or 8 faces and instructed participants to identify a

target face that was either an averaged Caucasian face or an averaged African face. The

distracter faces in a given trial were Caucasian if the target was African, or African if the

target was Caucasian. Adults, who demonstrated an own-race advantage for Caucasian

faces on a recognition task, were faster at identifying an African target than a Caucasian

target regardless of the number of faces in the display. This is likely due to the fact that

adults are categorizing the African faces rather than individuating them. Levin (2000)

explains these findings in terms of the featural-selection model. This model attributes the

own-race advantage to differential social cognitions for own- and other-race faces that

facilitate extracting characteristics from own-race individuals that lead to individuation

(that's 'John') and identifying other-race individuals by characteristics that lead to

categorization (that's an Asian). Attending to individual characteristics may reduce the

own-race advantage by discouraging categorization. Hugenberg et al. (2007) conducted a

study in which they explained the other-race effect to Caucasian participants before

having them complete a memory task involving both Caucasian and African faces. They

found that when participants were instructed to attend to the differences in African faces,

they eliminated the own-race advantage. However, if the participants were not explicitly

told to attend to individual features they did demonstrate an own-race advantage. This

could be attributed to the feature-selection model. When instructed to attend to individual
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features of other-race faces, adults processed the faces at an individual level instead of

categorizing them as the out-group. Therefore, making individuals aware of the fact that

they categorize faces alone can increase the level of individualization and therefore

increase recognition accuracy.

Michel, Comeille and Rossion (in press) found that categorizing faces influences

the way that they are processed by testing participants on a task involving racially

ambiguous stimuli created by morphing an Asian and Caucasian face. They tested

Caucasian participants on a composite task that consisted of either Caucasian faces and

racially ambiguous faces or Asian faces and racially ambiguous faces. Previous research

has indicated that other-race faces are processed less holistically than own-race faces

(Michel, Caldara, et. al., 2006, Michel, Rossion, et al. 2006, Tanaka et al. 2003). If

categorizing a face affects the way that the face was processed, then racially ambiguous

faces within the other-race block should be processed as other-race faces and racially

ambiguous faces within the own-race block should be processed as own-race faces. The

results demonstrated that pattern. Participants demonstrated an own-race advantage for

holistic processing and processed ambiguous stimuli in the Asian condition less

holistically than ambiguous stimuli in the Caucasian condition, even though the

ambiguous stimuli were identical in each condition. This provides further evidence that

weaker holistic processing of other-race faces is not simply due to the physical

differences between own- and other-race faces. Rather, categorization of other-race faces

contributes to the deficits in recognition illustrated by the own-race advantage.

There is also evidence that the own-race advantage can be influenced by

emotional states. Emotional states guide our interactions with others in the social
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environment. First, I would like to focus on the emotional state of the perceiver. Johnson

and Fredrickson (2005) conducted a study in which they tested Caucasian adults on a

memory task involving both Caucasian and African faces displaying neutral expressions.

Either before the recognition phase or test phase, the participants watched a short video

that induced joy or fear or was neutral. Adults demonstrated high accuracy across all

emotion conditions for own-race faces. However, only in the joyful condition did

accuracy increase for other-race faces. The authors of that study suggest that joy may

increase holistic processing, thus reducing the own-race advantage. Alternatively, joy

may simply have a global effect on performance. Accuracy for Caucasian trials may not

have increased in the joy-induced condition due to ceiling effects. Therefore, if it were

not for ceiling effects accuracy may have increased in both conditions, thus adults would

still have demonstrated an own-race advantage. Nonetheless, Johnson and Fredrickson'

s

(2005) study does suggest that our ability to recognize other-race faces may vary with

mood.

A different study looked at the effect of the stimuli in the study displaying an

emotion, in contrast to the previous study that investigated inducing an emotional state in

the participants. Ackerman, Shapiro, Neuberg, Kendrick, Becker, Griskevicius et al.

(2006) conducted a study in which Caucasian adults were tested on a memory task

consisting of both African and Caucasian faces. Half of the faces of each race were

displaying a neutral face and the other half was displaying an angry face. Adults

demonstrated an own-race advantage for neutral faces. However, adults were more

accurate at identifying angry African faces than angry Caucasian faces. It is possible that

viewing a fearful video encourages processing the faces at a more individual level
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thereby enhancing recognition. Perhaps in everyday interactions it is easy to categorize

other-race faces, however when an other-race individual is displaying an emotion they

are processed at the individual level. This explanation seems probable give that adults

use emotional cues to guide their interactions with others. Both studies found enhanced

recognition of other-race faces; one did so by creating a joyful emotional state in the

participant and the other by presenting angry faces. It is possible that manipulating the

emotional state or display of emotion decreases categorization of out-group faces,

therefore causing adults to process the face at the individual level in line with Levin's

feature-selection model (Levin, 2000).

Collectively, these studies demonstrate that beyond the perceptual mechanisms

investigated in the present study, the social-cognitions involved in the perception of

other-race faces also affect recognition. Encouraging adults to individuate faces of

another race rather than categorize these faces enhances recognition accuracy

(Hugenburg et al. 2007), as does inducing a joyful state (Johnson & Fredrickson, 2005)

or presenting participants with angry faces (Ackerman et al. 2006). In the present study,

all faces were posing a neutral expression and no attempt was made to manipulate the

mood of the participants—conditions that may optimize the own-race advantage. Only

one task encouraged the participants to individuate faces, a manipulation that may have

reduced the size of the other-race effect. Participants were asked to rate distinctiveness

during the study phase of the memory task. Rating distinctiveness may have encouraged

processing Chinese faces at the individual level and not just categorizing the faces as

participants may have in the absence of any instructions. If participants had been asked to

categorize the faces as Chinese or Caucasian faces in the study phase they may have
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demonstrated an own-race advantage. Future researchers should consider the social

context when investigating the other-race effect in the design of the study.

Limitations

The strength of this study is that every Caucasian participant had very minimal

exposure to Chinese faces and was attending an almost exclusively Caucasian university.

In addition the battery of tasks was extensive, allowing not only an assessment of the

own-race advantage in each of the five tasks but also an assessment of the relationships

among tasks. There is one major weakness. Only Caucasian participants were tested and

so it is difficult to determine the extent to which evidence of an own-race advantage

(spacing and featural trials of the Jane/Ling task, blurred trials of the scrambled/blurred

task) or lack thereof (the memory task, contour trials of the Jane/Ling task, scrambled

trials of the scrambled/blurred task, both measures of holistic processing) is due to

differences between the Caucasian and Chinese stimuli rather than participants having

minimal experience with other-race faces. The one task for which this concern is absent

is the Jane/Ling spacing trials because the spacing changes were identical across tasks

and within anthropomorphic norms for the population (Mondloch et al. 2006). An own-

race advantage in the remaining tasks may be attributable to the Caucasian stimuli being

inherently easier to discriminate. For example, participants in the present study were

more accurate for own-race faces on both featural Jane/Ling trials and the whole trials of

the part/whole task. If Chinese participants show an own-race advantage for featural trials

(e.g., accuracy for Ling featural trials is greater than accuracy for Jane featural trials) then

it can be concluded that the effect found in the present study was genuine evidence of an

own-race advantage. However, if the Chinese participants also perform better when
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tested with Caucasian stimuli I would attribute the own-race advantage shown by

Caucasians to a scaling issue with the stimuli (e.g. the Caucasian stimuli may have been

easier to discriminate). Testing of 32 adults residing in Guangzhou, China is almost

complete.

Future Directions

Testing Chinese Adults

The most important follow-up to the present study is to test Chinese participants

on this same battery of tasks. I am currently testing a Chinese sample that, unlike in most

previous studies, has very minimal experience with Caucasian faces. The data from

Chinese participants will determine if the results of the present study were due to scaling

issues (i.e., due to one set effaces being easier to discriminate than another) or due to

differential experience with own- versus other-race faces. For example, if the Chinese

participants also fail to show an own-race advantage on the memory task I will conclude

that either the task is not a reliable measure of the own-race advantage or that despite

being less sensitive to some cues to facial identity (e.g., the spacing among features) in

other-race faces adults can accurately recognize other-races, at least over a short time

interval. If the Chinese participants do show an own-race advantage I will conclude that

there is an own-race advantage and that the Chinese faces in the memory task were easier

to discriminate than the Caucasian faces, eliminating the effect in Caucasian adults.

Recognition ofHighly Familiar Other-Race Faces

An additional question concerns the cues that adults use to recognize the face of a

highly familiar individual of a different race. Adults' ability to recognize hundreds of

faces has been attributed to their comparing each face to a prototype, a model used by
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Valentine (1991) to describe the way in which we recognize own- and other-race faces.

The prototype model describes face recognition in terms of 'face space.' All of the faces

to which an individual is exposed creates an average face, or prototype. Highly familiar

faces, such as own-race faces, would be represented very close to the prototype in the

'face space.' Therefore, the prototype will share similar characteristics with own-race

faces making them easier to recognize. Other-race faces are clustered together on vectors

in 'face space' far away from the prototype because they share similar characteristics.

This clustering is what makes other-race faces difficult to distinguish. These vectors are

very close together and similar, thus making it difficult to discriminate among them

leading to the idea that other-race faces, 'all look the same.' The prototype will not be

helpful in recognizing other-race faces due to the fact that the characteristics that are

useful in discriminating and recognizing own-race faces are not as useful for other-race

faces.

Nonetheless, many individuals have one or more close friends of a different race

and, despite showing an own-race advantage for unfamiliar other-race faces, they are able

to recognize their friend. There is evidence that highly familiar faces are encoded

differently from unfamiliar faces, facilitating faster and more accurate recognition (Bruce

& Young, 1986). Previous research has shown that adults are very sensitive to the

spacing of features for a highly familiar face (Ge, Luo, Nishimura, & Lee, 2003), even

when tested in a memory paradigm. Participants from Mainland China were presented

with spatially altered and original pictures of Chairman Mao, a highly familiar face, and

asked to determine if each picture was the original picture or an altered version. Two

additional groups were tested who were not highly familiar with Chairman Mao's face.
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These two groups completed a same/different discrimination in which they were asked to

make same/different judgments about a pair of Chairman Mao faces some of which had

been spatially altered. The Mainland China group's ability to recognize the original

Chairman Mao faces from memory was very high, which is not surprising because they

have extensive experience with his face. The adults from Eastern China demonstrated

greater accuracy than Caucasian adults at discriminating Chairman Mao faces, despite the

fact that both groups were less familiar with Chairman Mao's face than the Mainland

China adults, another demonstration of the own-race advantage. Future studies should

investigate how adults recognize a highly familiar face of a different race. For example,

adults could be tested on a modified version of the Jane/Ling task measuring their ability

discriminate among manipulated versions of an unfamiliar Caucasian face and an

unfamiliar Chinese face, as well as a Caucasian friend's face and a Chinese friend's face.

From these data, it can be determined if accuracy for a highly familiar other-race face is

higher than an unfamiliar other-race face. This study would further the understanding of

the amount of experience necessary to facilitate expertise with a specific exemplar.

Development ofthe Own-race advantage

It has been established in the literature that the own-race advantage is present

between the ages of 3 to 5 (Sangrigoli et al. 2005), but is reversible; Korean children

adopted by French Caucasian families between 3 and 9 years of age are better at

recognizing Caucasian than Korean faces when tested as adults (Sangrigoli et al. 2005).

Little is known about the mechanisms underlying the own-race advantage for recognition

in children. For example, it is not known whether early in development children process

both own- and other-race faces holistically and then show reduced holistic processing of
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other-race faces, a pattern like that seen in the development of phonemic perception

(Kuhl et al. 2003) or whether holistic processing only develops for own-race faces.

Likewise it is known that 4-year-old children can recognize own-race faces when they are

paired with a foil that differs only in the appearance of individual features (Mondloch et

al. 2006) and that accuracy on featural trials of the Jane task becomes adult-like between

6 and 10 years of age (Mondloch et al. 2002). It is not known at what age differential

sensitivity to own- versus other-race faces contributes to the own-race advantage.

In addition, little is known about how the processing of other-race faces is

influenced by exposure to more than one race. For example, some children have

extensive exposure two different races. These children may show equal expertise for

these two races for some aspects of face processing (e.g., holistic processing, featural

dfferences). However for other aspects of face processing (e.g., sensitivity to the spacing

among features) they may be more advanced for the race of face with which they have

the most experience. It is also not known whether they form a single face prototype or

two prototypes, one for Caucasian and one for Chinese faces. In a follow-up study I hope

to test a unique population - Chinese girls adopted into Caucasian families. Unlike the

Korean adults that had been adopted into French Caucasian families (Sangrigoli et al.

2005), these children receive exposure to both Chinese and Caucasian faces on a regular

basis through the Niagara Chapter of Families with Children from China. Child-friendly

versions of the tasks used in the present study will be developed to determine what

mechanisms these children are using to recognize both Caucasian- and Chinese-race

faces. This study would further the understanding of the development of expertise when

children receive abundant exposure to two different races.
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Summary

The present study investigated the mechanisms underlying the expert face

recognition and the extent to which adults used these mechanisms when processing other

race faces. I tested a unique population that had very minimal experience with other-race

faces. It was determined that for both measures of holistic processing adults processed

own- and other-race faces holistically. Adults demonstrated an own-race advantage for

sensitivity to the spacing of features for both measures, the Jane/Ling task and the blurred

faces trials, but only demonstrated an own-race advantage for featural cues in the

Jane/Ling task, but not the scrambled faces trials in the scrambled/blurred task. There

was no own-race advantage for the memory task or sensitivity to contour cues in the

Jane/Ling task. The major limitation of this study was the potential of scaling issues with

the stimuli that will be resolved when the data from China has been collected on the same

tasks. Collectively, the present study provides evidence that adults are not sensitive to

spacing and featural (in one task) cues in other-race faces, but do process other-race faces

holistically.
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APPENDIX A

BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE

How old are you?

What is your ethnicity?

Caucasian

Chinese

Eurasian

Other

Participant Number:

(please describe)

In which country were you born?

How long have you been in the country you are living in now?
Please list all the countries you have lived in, the length of time in each and your
approximate age while you were living there.

Location Duration (approx) Your Age when there (approx)

In which country was your mother born?

What is her ethnicity?

In which country was your father born?

What is his ethnicity?

Do you have any other relatives who are members of other ethnic or racial groups?

(by birth or by marriage?) Y \ N
If so, please list:

Their Relationship to vou Bv Birth/ How often vou seen them
Ethnicitv (aunt, cousin etc) Marriage Weekly Monthly Yearly Less than

Yearly

Y \ NHave you ever lived with people from other ethnic groups?

If so, please list:

Their Length Your age when vou moved in with

Ethnicitv of cohabitation them (approximately)
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In the following section, we would like you to indicate how well the following

statements represent the type of interactions you have with Chinese and Caucasian

people. Please indicate the extent to which each statement represents your
interactions by circling the number which best represents your opinion.

Scoring key:

Very strongly Strongly Disagree Agree Strongly Very strongly

Disagree Disagree Agree Agree

1 2 3 4 5 6

1. 1 know lots of Chinese people

12 3 4 5 6

2. 1 interact with Caucasian people during recreational periods

12 3 4 5 6

3. I live, or have lived in an area where I interact with Caucasian

people 12 3 4 5 6

4. I live, or have lived in an area where I interact with Chinese

people 12 3 4 5 6

5. 1 interact with Chinese people during recreational periods

12 3 4 5 6

6. 1 interact with Caucasian people on a daily basis

12 3 4 5 6

7. 1 socialise a lot with Caucasian people

1 2 3 4 5 6

8. 1 went to a high school where I interacted with Chinese

students 12 3 4 5 6

9. 1 socialise a lot with Chinese people

12 3 4 5 6

10. 1 know lots of Caucasian people

12 3 4 5 6

1 1 . 1 interact with Chinese people on a daily basis

12 3 4 5 6

12. 1 went to a high school where I interacted with Caucasian

students 12 3 4 5 6
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APPENDIX B

Hand Preference Questionnaire for Adults

Subject Name (print)
:

Date:

ID#:

Sex: Age:

For each of these activities, please decide which hand you normally use ( circle ).

In each case, imagine that you actually carry out the activity before answering.

(aL) = always Left

(uR) = usually Right

(uL) = usually Left (eq) = either hand equally

(aR) = always Right ? = no experience or not sure
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APPENDIX C

Brock Ethics Form
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APPENDIX C

Brock Ethics Form

Brock
Office of Research Services

Research Ethics Office

y J . . St. QiUiarincs, Ontario, Canada L2S 3A1

university T. 905-68»^555U. Ext. 3035/4876 F: 905-688-0748

www.brocku.ca

FROM: Linda Rose-Krasnor, Chair

Research Ethics Board (REB)

TO: Cathy Mondloch, Psychology

FILE: 04-035 - MONDLOCH

DATE: October 18, 2006

END DATE: October 2, 2007

COPY
The Brocl< University Research Ethics Board has reviewed the research proposal:

Development of Visual Processing

The Research Ethics Board finds that your modification request to an ongoing project involving

human participants conforms to the Brock University guidelines set out for ethical research.

• Please ensure that you investigate the requirements of the participant's

local Institutional Review Board (IRB) - i.e., college in Pennsylvania. You
may need their approval to recruit. Also, please provide an option for

participants to contact their local IRB, if they have questions, where
appropriate.

LRK/bb
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APPENDIX D

Westminster College Ethics Form





Brock University
Department St. Catharuics. Ontario Telephone 905-688-5550

of Psychology Canada I,2S 3A1 Fax 905-688^)922

August 24, 2006

Institutional Review Committee

Westminster College

New Wilmington, PA

As a Master's student at Brock University I am submitting this project for special review by the

Institutional Review Committee because I would like to test participants at Westminster College for my
thesis. I graduated from Westminster College (2002) and have been in contact with the Psychology

Department regarding conducting this research there. For my Master's thesis, I am investigating the

specific mechanisms by which people recognize other-race faces. I am conducting a cross-sectional study

with students from both rural Pennsylvania and rural China who have minimal experience with other

races.

Adults and children are better at recognizing the identity of faces from their own race than they are

at recognizing the identity of faces from other races, a phenomenon known as the 'other-race effect'

(ORE). This effect presumably is a result of experience that consists primarily of own-race faces and it

may contribute to reports of treating members of 'out-groups' as more homogeneous than members of

one's 'in-group'. Through my research I hope to gain a better understanding of the role experience plays

in the 'other-race effect'. I am interested in this phenomenon because of the role it plays in everyday

interactions with individuals of other races and the differential treatment that can result from these

perceptions.

Subjects for this study will be forty young adults (18 to 25 years old) from Pennsylvania. Subjects

will preferably have normal or corrected to normal vision. They will be recruited by means of putting up

flyers and recruiting students from undergraduate classes. If possible, it would be helpful to send an

electronic flyer to all psychology students as well. Students will be able to contact me by email to

schedule a testing time.

Informed consent will be obtained from all participants prior to the test and participants will be

debriefed upon completion of the test. Participants will receive either course credit or an honorarium of

$20. All data obtained from participants will remain confidential. Upon testing participants data will be

saved using an ID that will not be identifiable to anyone but the researcher during and after the research.

All participants will be tested on a battery of tasks designed to assess different mechanisms of face

processing. For each task, the participant will see faces on a computer screen and will be asked to make

judgments about them such as whether two faces are the same or different or whether a face was seen

before in the experiment. All faces presented were obtained by photographing adults who gave consent

fro their pictures to be used in the experiment. One task will test memory for both Chinese and Caucasian

faces. Four additional tasks will help determine which face-processing skills are impaired in the

recognition of other-race faces. Two of these tasks measure holisticface processing, the tendency to

process a face as a whole (i.e. gestalt) rather than looking at individual parts, of own and other-race faces.

Adults recognize own-race faces based on several cues including featural, spatial and contour processing.

To determine whether adults are less sensitive to some or all ofthese cues in other-race faces there will be

two tasks measuring the ability to recognize other-race faces using these mechanisms of face processing.

Featural processing is processing the individual features of a face (such as the eyes, nose and mouth).





Spatial processing is processing the spacing among the features (such as the distance between the

eyes and nose/ Contour processing is processing the external contour of the face. Participants will also

be asked to complete a short questionnaire regarding the extent to which they have experience with other-

race faces. The entire battery of tasks will take approximately two hours.

The memory task will always be administered first in order to get a 'pure' measure of the other-

race effect. The remaining tasks will be presented in different orders to different participants in order to

control for practice effects. For all tasks, participants will sit in a dimly lit room 100 cm from the

computer monitor. Details of the tasks are explained in the following paragraphs.

1. Memory Task.

The stimuli will be divided equally into two categories
—

'study faces' and 'test faces.' The
experiment will begin with a study phase followed by a recognition phase. This task is a standard

measure of the ORE. It is expected that for this task participants' memory will be better for own-race

faces than for other-race faces.

Study Phase. Participants will be asked to rate the distinctiveness of each study face; they will be

instructed to imagine that they are in a busy railway station, where there is a large crowd comprised of

approximately equal numbers of Chinese and Caucasian individuals. They will be asked to rate each

face based on how much that face would "pop out" of that crowd on a scale of 1 to 7 (1= very typical,

would not pop out at all; 7= very distinctive, would definitely pop out). For each trial, the face will

remain on the screen for 3 s and then the 7-point scale will be presented. After the participant makes

their response, the rating scale will disappear. The participants will not be told that they need to

remember these faces.

Recognition phase. In the second phase of the study participants will be shown pairs of faces (a

study face and a foil) and asked to which member of the pair they had previously seen from the study

phase. Pairs will be presented for 3 seconds and then followed with the instructions, "Choose which

face was presented before, left or right." Participants will indicate their response by pressing the

corresponding left or right key labeled on the keyboard. After a response is made, the next trail will

begin.

2. Composite Task

On each trial, a composite face will appear on the screen for 200 ms, followed by a 300 ms

mask, then a second composite face will appear on the screen 200 ms. Participants will be asked to

press the 'S' button on a joystick if the top halves of the two faces are the same and 'D' button on a

joystick if the top halves are different. They will be instructed to answer as quickly and accurately as

possible. The experimenter will press the space bar to continue to the next trial. Same trials are pairs

of composite faces that have the same top half, but different bottom halves. Different trials have both

different top halves and different bottom halves.

3. Part-Whole Task

This task is a 2-alternative forced-choice matching test adapted from the whole/part paradigm of

Tanaka and Farah (1993); the task was provided by Will Hayward from the Chinese University of

Hong Kong. On each trial participants will be presented with a whole target face for 1000 ms. This

will be followed by a mask (500 ms), and then the second stimulus will be presented until a response

is made. The second stimulus will consist of either a pair of whole faces (whole condition) or a pair

of features (part condition). In the whole condition one member of each pair will be identical to the





target face; the other member will have different eyes, a different nose, or a different mouth.

Participants will be asked to indicate which face is identical to the target. In the part condition a pair

of features consisting of two sets of eyes, two noses, or two mouths will be presented; participants will

be asked to indicate which features were in the target face. Participants will not know which features

will distinguish the test faces in the whole condition nor which features will be presented in the part

condition in order to ensure that they are processing the faces holistically, and not attending to specific

features. Half of the faces were Asian and half were Caucasian; for each race of face half of the faces

were male.

4. Jane Task

There will be two types of trials in this task, discrimination trials and memory trials. Based on

Mondloch et al., (2002), on each discrimination trial the first face (model) appears for 200 ms,

followed by an interstimulus interval of 390 ms, and a second face (test) remains on the screen until

the participant makes a response. Responses are made via a joystick; participants press the 'S' button

if the faces were exactly the same and a 'D' button if the faces were different. They will be instructed

to answer as quickly and accurately as possible. The discrimination conditions are blocked: spacing

(n = 60), features (n = 60) and contour (n = 60). Within each block, half of the trials will involve

Chinese faces and half will involve Caucasian faces; for each race of face the correct response will be

different on half of the trials. To control for order effects three different orders given will be given to

(approximately) equal numbers of participants.

At the end of all discrimination trials, there will be three blocks ofmemory trials. These trials have

been created in anticipation of the possibility that we may not see and other-race effect on this

same/different discrimination task despite obtaining an ORE on the first task in this battery—

a

memory task. The memory trials in the Jane task will allow us to determine whether impaired memory
for other-race faces is due to poor recall for all three cues to facial identity (i.e., features, spacing, and

the contour) or to poor recall for only some cues. On each memory trial a face will appear on the

screen until participants indicated via a button on a joystick whether it was a face they had previously

see in the discrimination trials, or a new face. There are three conditions ofmemory trials: spacing (n

= 16), features (n = 16) and contour (n = 16) with equal numbers of old and new faces and Chinese

and Caucasian trials.

5. Scrambled/Blurred Task

Trials will be blocked by race. In each of two blocks participants first will view each of 10 study

faces twice; each face will be presented for 10s and the presentation of faces will be separated by a 1 s

blank interval. Participants will be told that they will need to remember these faces for a later test.

Immediately following the study phase, participants will be shown 20 face stimuli; they will be asked

whether each stimulus is old or new. Each face will be presented until the participant made a response

with a 1 s blank interval between trials. Each participant will be tested under one of two conditions:

scrambled faces (to test recognition based on features) or blurred faces (to test recognition in the

absence of distinguishable features and based on holistic and second-order relational processing). The

participants will be informed that accuracy is more important than speed.

6. Experience Questionnaire

After participants had completed the battery of tasks, they were asked to fill out a questionnaire

indicating how much experience they had with other-race faces (Appendix A). Previous research





indicates that responses on this questionnaire correlate well with the magnitude of the other-race effect

(Gillian Rhodes, personal communication).

To conduct this research I will need a quiet room at Westminster for testing students. I would like to

schedule students to be tested for one week in October or November. During this time I would like to test

40-60 students. I will be bringing all of the necessary equipment for testing including 2 vision tests, a

computer monitor, joystick and laptop computer.

I have been working on research in the area of face perception for the past two years. I began as a

Research Assistant in the fall of 2005 for Dr. Cathy Mondloch in the Infant & Child Development Lab at

Brock University. My major duties at the lab as a Research Assistant included; creating new tasks and

stimuli, analyzing data and writing programs to compile data, recruiting and testing adults and children. I

have extensive experience conducting the vision tests as well as the tasks on the computer. In the fall of

2006, 1 was accepted into the graduate program at Brock University to continue working with Dr. Cathy

Mondloch. I since have worked on various studies in the Infant & Child Development Lab under the

supervision of Dr. Cathy Mondloch with both adults and children.

I look forward to returning to Westminster College to conduct this research. Through previous

correspondence with Dr. Alan Gittis, I have also agreed to mentor an undergraduate student. I would like

to forward my proposal to this student. If there is an aspect of it that he/she is particularly interested in, I

would be happy to send some papers relevant to the topic to him/her. When I arrive at Westminster I can

explain to the student the tasks that are relevant to the aspect ofmy thesis that interested him/her. It

would be wonderful if the student would be willing to help with recruitment and scheduling participants.

I would also like to teach the student how to conduct the visual screening tests so that he/she may help

with testing. I would be happy to invite this student to come visit Brock as well to see our lab and help

with analyses. Thank you kindly for your time!

(This research has been approved by the Research Ethics Board at Brock University under the supervision

of Dr. Cathy Mondloch, IRB Approval Code, 04-035).

ikMx} tW\^
Sincerely,

Natalie Elms

MA Candidate

Brock University

St. Catharines, Ontario

Canada L2S 3A1
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APPENDIX E

Analyses

MEMORY TASK

To test whether there was an other-race effect on the memory task, I conducted a

paired t-test to see if there was a difference between accuracy for Chinese and

Caucasian faces.

Paired t-test

Hypothesized Difference ^

Mean Diff.

cauc free, Chinese frac

DF t-Value P-Value

-.011
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Due to a technical problem, there were 10 response times missing for the Chinese

trials.

Descriptive Statistics
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Caucasians were tested on two measures of holistic processing:

1) Composite Task

2) PartAVhoIe Task

COMPOSITE TASK
Same trials and different trials were analyzed separately.

Next I conducted a 2 (Caucasian/Chinese) x 2 (Misaligned/Intact) Repeated

Measures ANOVA for Accuracy on Same trials, (on same trials the top halves of the

faces are the same, but the bottoms are different)
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ANOVA Table for Accuracy

Subject

Race of Face

Race of Face * Subject

Condition

Condition * Subject

Race of Face * Condition

Race of Face * Condition * Subject

DF
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Next I conducted a 2 (Caucasian/Chinese) x 2 (Misaligned/Intact) Repeated

Measures ANOVA for Response Times on Same trials.

ANOVA Table for RT

Subject

Race of Face

Race of Face * Subject

Condition

Condition * Subject

Race of Face * Condition

Race of Face * Condition * Subject

DF
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I conducted a 2 (Chinese/Caucasian) x 2 (Misaligned/Intact) Repeated Measure
ANOVA for accuracy on different trials. Note that on different trials both the top

and bottom halves are different.

ANOVA Table for Accuracy Diff

Subject

Race of Face

Race of Face * Subject

Condition

Condition * Subject

Race of Face * Condition

Race of Face * Condition * Subject I 28

DF
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I conducted a 2 (Caucasian/Chinese) x 2 (Misaligned/Intact) Repeated Measures
ANOVA for Different Trials on RT.

ANOVA Table for RT Different Trials

Subject

Race of Face

Race of Face * Subject

Condition

Condition * Subject

Race of Face * Condition

Race of Face * Condition * Subject

DF
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PARTAVHOLE TASK
To test to see whether there was an other-race effect on the Whole/Part task I

conducted a 2 (Part, Whole) x 2 (Chinese, Caucasian) Repeated Measures ANOVA
for accuracy.

ANOVA Table for Accuracy

Subject

Race of Face

Race of Face * Subject

Condition

Condition * Subject

Race of Face * Condition

Race of Face * Condition * Subject

DF
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To test to see whether there was an other-race effect on the Whole/Part task I also

conducted a 2 (Part, Whole) x 2 (Chinese, Caucasian) Repeated Measures ANOVA
for response times.

ANOVA Table for Chinese

Subject

Race of Face

Race of Face * Subject

Condition

Condition * Subject

Race of Face * Condition

Race of Face * Condition * Subject

DF
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JANE TASK.
To test whether there was an other-race effect on the Jane Task, I conducted a

2(Cauc/Ch) x3 (Spacing, Features, Contour) Repeated Measures ANOVA for both

accuracy and reaction time. This is the analysis for accuracy.

ANOVA Table for Accuracy

Subject

Face Set

Face Set * Subject

Race of Face

Race of Face * Subject

Face Set * Race of Face

Face Set * Race of Face * Subject

DF
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To further investigate the interaction I conducted paired t-tests to see if there was a

significant difference between accuracy for Chinese and Caucasian faces for each

condition.

Paired t-test

Hypothesized Difference ^

Mean DIff. DF t-Value P-Value

SpacDisCA, SpacDIsCH .056
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I conducted a 2 (Caucasian/Asian) x 3 (Spacing, Features, Contour) Repeated

Measures ANOVA on d-prime scores.

ANOVA Table for DPrime

Subject

Face Set

Face Set * Subject

Race of Face

Race of Face * Subject

Face Set * Race of Face

Face Set * Race of Face * Subject

DF
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I conducted paired t-tests to see if there was a significant difference between d'

scores for Chinese and Caucasian faces within each

condition.

Paired t-test

Hypothesized Difference ^

Mean Diff.

Spac CA, Spac CH

DF t-Value P-Value

.306
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I also conducted a 2(Cauc/Ch) x3 (Spacing, Features, Contour) Repeated Measures
ANOVA for response times.

ANOVA Table for RT

Subject

Face Set

Face Set * Subject

Race of Face

Race of Face * Subject

Face Set * Race of Face

Face Set * Race of Face * Subject 58

DP
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SCRAMBLED/BLURRED TASK
To test to see whether there was an other-race effect on the Scrambled/Blurred task

I conducted a 2 (Scrambled, Blurred) x 2 (Chinese, Caucasian) Repeated Measures
ANOVA for accuracy.

ANOVA Table for Accuracy

Subject

Condition

Condition * Subject

Race

Race * Subject

Condition * Race

Condition * Race * Subject

DF
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To further investigate the interaction I conducted paired t-tests to see if there was a

significant difference between accuracy for Chinese and Caucasian faces for each

condition.

Paired t-test

Hypothesized Difference ^

Mean Diff

Blur CA, Blur HK
^

DF t-Value P-Value

.093
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To test to see whether there was an other-race effect on the Scrambled/Blurred task

I conducted a 2 (Scrambled, Blurred) x 2 (Chinese, Caucasian) Repeated Measures

ANOVA for DPrime scores.

ANOVA Table for DPrime

Subject

Condition

Condition * Subject

Race

Race * Subject

Condition * Race

Condition * Race * Subject

DF
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To further investigate the interaction I conducted paired t-tests to see if there was a

significant difference between accuracy for Chinese and Caucasian faces for each

condition.

Paired t-test

Hypothesized Difference =

Mean Diff.

Blur CA, Blur HK
^

DF t-Value P-Value

.645
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ANOVA Table for Response Time

Subject

Condition

Condition * Subject

Race

Race * Subject

Condition * Race

Condition * Race * Subject

DF












